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The accompanying article describes, not only the bases of bonus
allowances and calculation of bonus payments under the plan presented, but also the more general and hardly less important matters
of what constitutes the best type of incentive for foremen and what
goes to make up the most effective administration of a related plan.
Particular attention is given to the dissemination to foremen of
information about the plan.
HIS article undertakes to describe the development and operation of a budget -based foremen's incentive plan considered
successful in accomplishing the objective of cost reduction in the
factory, and is concerned chiefly with the salient points to be considered in the adoption of such a plan. The plan is, of course,
by no means the ultimate in budgeting as a basis for supervisory
incentives but does offer a good case study to draw from in
formulating the planning steps necessary. These planning steps
can be expressed with the use of three words very familiar to
all accountants, "why," "what," and "how" or —in more particular —why incentive pay, what type of plan, what controls, how
budget, how pay, and how administer?
Why Incentive Pay for Foremen?
The first step is to determine why incentive pay is to be used in
cost control. The basic aim is effective utilization and, if possible,
reduction of the cost of manufacturing without lowering the quantity and quality of production. In the usual operation, this is accomplished through the supervision exercised and cooperation
exhibited by the foremen — supervision of the men and cooperation
with other foremen, general foremen, factory superintendents, and
others in the management group.
It may well be said, of course, "That is what he's getting paid
for." However, the author contends that the usual supervisional
effort of the foreman may not have that extra effort that may mean
the difference between a profit or a loss. There are various factors influencing the quality and quantity of a foreman's work,
i.e., whether or not he does a good job. A merit increase in salary,
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the fear of losing his job, the desire for prestige, the desire for
advancement —these are all motivating factors in getting the best
from a factory foreman.
It may seem to some that a man not reached by one or all of the
foregoing incentive factors is not a good foreman. I do not believe
this is necessarily the case. He may be a good citizen, a loyal employee, but perhaps more interested in his family, his home, his
church, his hobbies than in being given the responsibilities of a
shop superintendent. However, the possibility of some extra pay,
a monthly bonus, will reach him and, with a good plan, will obtain
the cost savings effort needed. In other words, the basic fundamental of all business effort, the profit motive, will bring out
that "old college try."

$io

What Type of Plan
There are three general types of plans from which we can
choose: group, departmental, or a combined group and departmental plan. Certain advantages and disadvantages are present in
any of the types. By a group plan, I refer to the payment of a bonus
to an entire group of foremen based on the combined performance of
the departments they supervise. A departmental plan is one in
which the foreman is paid a bonus based on the performance of his
department only. The last -named is a combination of the first two.
I have an experience -based preference for group plans. I have
found it easier to work with a group of supervisors who think and
talk in terms of "our bonus" and "our budget" rather than (say)
more than mine, what happened ?"
"John Smith's bonus was
However, to be fair, it is necessary to admit that, with proper control and administration, the departmental plan can result in somewhat closer attention to individual department expenses and the
combined group and departmental plan can, if properly designed,
combine the major advantages of each, while avoiding some of the
disadvantages.
In the final choice, the type of operation can be the determining
factor in the selection of a pl an. When departments are fairly
well segregated and are producing different, even if somewhat
similar, products, the departmental or combined plan may be the
best, while the group plan may be the best choice when each department performs operations on the same end product. The relative difficulty of setting component budget amounts fairly is another major factor to keep in mi nd, as a b udget erro r has less
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effect and can be corrected more easily in a group plan, while adjustments in departmental budgets, having a major effect on the
size of the bonus check, can lead to continuous bargaining with
foremen in terms of the amount of the check rather. than in terms
of fair budgeting and cost savings.
What Basic Controls Are Related to a Budget Bonus Plan?
This planning step related to the design of controls consists of
the determination of the shop reporting, the accounting system, the
control of bonus computation bases and payments, and the other
management factors needed for the successful operation of a
supervisory incentive plan. Having selected the general type of
plan, the foundation on which it will depend must be established.
Departments (cost centers) to be recognized, expense account detail and classification, the measure of output to be adopted, the accounting staff involved, control of the bonus procedure, management interest and support —all these factors must be developed and
maintained. We may well briefly examine here each of these elements to obtain and express a general idea as to what is needed
with . respect to it, the details naturally depending on the systems
and records of the plan in which the installation is being made.
Departments (cost centers)— Departments are usually set up on
either a functional or a geographical basis. In some instances, the
number of men also influences the division into departments, as it
is sometimes desirable to split up large departments into several
small ones to permit closer supervision. Two or more foremen
may sometimes be in one department and may share equally in any
bonus but, as a general rule, one foreman per department will be
found more satisfactory.
However, it is important to remember that the primary objective
of an incentive plan is cost savings and that too elaborate a departmental organization may nullify the savings which can be expected and, therefore, that it may very well be possible that the best
solution is larger departments with a number of foremen in each.
Another important consideration in shaping the departmental organization for an incentive plan is that, in the many instances in
which the shop organization is already set up, the plan will have to
be adapted to the existing departmental organization. Insistence
on too much change for the purposes of the plan may arouse resistance which will require considerable "campaigning" to overcome.

A
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Expense accounts —The subsidiary or natural expense accounts
used in each department should ordinarily be based on the types
of the expense. A partial list of common expense accounts used
follows:
Supervision
Clerical labor
Service labor

Supplies
Spoiled work
Telephone and telegraph

Each account must be defined clearly to avoid misunderstandings
and arguments. Instructions issued to the shop must be in shop
language and not in accounting language. Each category of expense has its own technical characteristics. Care must be used
in formulating the definitions, as it is surprising how long a piece
of paper with incorrect or indefinite instructions can survive in
some careful foreman's desk. Therefore, it is imperative to get the
facts when issuing instructions and, above all, to get the facts
from all concerned before making changes.
Measure of production —The budget must be related to productivity and, therefore, an acceptable measure of productive output
must be found. Hours worked will not suffice, as the actual salable output must be measured. This may either be by product unit
or by a standard unit of output based on time studies.
Accounting staff—It can generally be assumed that some additions have to be made to the accounting staff and, for this reason,
in balancing the savings against the cost of the plan, full recognition must be given to the need of administration and clerical staff
requirements.
Control of bonus— Control is very closely tied to the accounting
staff requirement. The prime control requisite is the prevention of
any manipulations that result in increasing the bonus paid. An
important factor in this problem is the type of plan chosen. Plans
based on group or joint incentives do not present as many manipulation possibilities as individual bonus plans. The control of reporting media, i.e. job cards, is very important as the largest single
cost element in most factories is labor. Any bonus plan based on
inaccurate labor reporting will sooner or later run into difficulties.
The "How" ofBudget Allowances

Many definitions may be found for the term, "budget," and there
are various ways of setting budgets. For instance, a budget may be
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an unattainable goal, a budget which can generally be surpassed, or
one that can be attained only under ideal conditions. In this application involving a budget for incentives, the budget must be attainable but must also be set so that at the level of attainment (at
which a bonus is paid), it recovers in savings the operation cost
plus the bonus paid plus a share for the company. The company's
share must include some provision for cost savings accruing from
other sources, unrelated to the budget plan, as it is natural to suppose that some effort is being made at all times toward cost reduction by industrial engineers, shop superintendents, etc., in the
normal course of their jobs.
When we talk of setting the budget, it is necessary to remember
that "the budget is not set by the accounting department." This
statement may seem contradictory for —as the accounting department must be looked to for cost history, trend charts, and forecasts —the impression often exists that the budget is set by the
accounting personnel. However, if the bonus plan is to be successful, the related budget allowances must be set in conference with
the foreman, plant superintendents, industrial engineers, etc., the
accountant's role being that of presentation of a tentative budget
based on cost history as the starting point.
Past history is the inevitable point of departure. Engineering
studies can be used, but, if the sole basis, can prove costly and time consuming. In conjunction with past history, such studies are one
of the best possible approaches. In using past history, the longer
the period the better, if major changes have not taken place in the
company's operations. As foremen's bonus plans are usually
operated on a monthly basis, the latest fifteen months period makes
an excellent past history basis.
The budget must meet certain specifications. First, it must be
flexible in that it must relate to production volume. Second, it
must fit in the operating volume range anticipated during the
period for which it is set. Third, it must recognize any fixed element which may exist in a so- called variable expense. Fourth, expenses not controllable by the foreman but charged to his department for product cost purposes must be eliminated from the budget.
The flexible budget must separate the fixed and variable expenses. This would be easy if the expense accounts in use could
be sorted into the two groups without further analysis. Unfortunately, this is usually not the case. In expenses charged to factory expense accounts, it is often found that the most clearly
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variable account has some fixed element and that fixed expense
accounts may have a variable element. Whenever it is necessary to
compute the fixed element in any particular account or group of
accounts, two of the more commonly used methods are the "shotgun" (scatter) chart and the mathematical computation known as
method of least squares. In applying either method, a budget
amount for each account in each department may be determined
and then combined for the total factory budget, or perhaps some
time can be saved by either setting a budget on the expense total
for each department or by using the grand total of each expense
account in the factory.
Regardless of the method used, the figures determined at this
point should be considered correct only from a mathematical standpoint. An adjustment must be made to provide for the cost savings
desired. Other adjustments necessary for price level changes in
labor and material, volume fluctuations, other cost reduction measures, etc., must also be made. Then the accountant is ready to
present the preliminary budget for consideration by the management group and, by conference with the supervisors involved, to
determine the budget amounts to be used for the incentive plan.
The "How" of Bonus Payment
As the budget bonus plan has cost savings as its aim, payments
under the plan must be computed to come out of the savings available. For this reason, the rate of incentive pay must be set in
relationship to some definite savings accomplishment. As an illustration, the operation of a hypothetical Department X will be
used, fixed expense of $2,00o and five cents per unit variable
expense having been determined by either of the two methods previously mentioned.
m

$2,000.
Fixed expense
Variable expense per unit of production ® 5¢.

Department X supervision salaries — $400.
Actual expense for current month — $4,40 0•
Actual production for current month — 50,00o Units.
Budget (50,000 X variable rate goal of 4 ¢ ) plus

m

$4,000•
Base for calculating savings
plus $2,000 $4,500-

(50,000

$2,000

X variable cost, i.e.

5¢)
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If the bonus has been set to begin payment at 80 per cent performance with one -half per cent of base pay for each one per cent
performance, the bonus and savings calculation on the above figures
would be as follows:
Budgeted cost of $4,000 divided by actual cost of $4Aoo —
gi% (90.9%) performance.
91% minus 8o7o' — i i ofo or the same number of bonus points.
7o' of 11 — 5.5% bonus rate.
5 . 5 % of $4 0 0 — $22 bonus.
$4.5oo base minus $4,400 actual cost — $100 savings.

-gun'

In this example, the ratio of the bonus paid to the savings may
be somewhat distorted. However, even in an actual case, there
must be ample provision for other factory executives, such as general foremen who share in the bonus and also for a reduction in
the operating volume, i.e., if the volume were 4o,000 units, the
bonus paid on 91 per cent performance still would be $24 while
the saving would be down to approximately $So.
It is not my intention to recommend any particular range of
bonus per cent as it can be adjusted to the particular application.
Payment may begin at 75 per cent, 85 per cent, 90 per cent or at
whatever performance point best fits. The per cent of payment
could be one per cent per each one per cent of performance instead
of one -half per cent per one per cent of performance as long as
both the company and the supervisors are equitably rewarded for
their contribution to the accomplishment.
In setting up a flexible budget to measure supervisory performance for incentive pay, any great changes in the range of operating
volume must be provided for by revising the budget, using as a
basis operating figures falling within the range of the new level.
Theoretically, the "shot
(scatter) chart determines the fixed
expenses from zero production to infinity but in actual practice
this does not follow. For instance, in the example given above,
the budget provided would not be applicable to a range between
10,000 to 25,000 productive units per month. Another provision
usually necessary in bonus computation is that of using more than
one month as a basis. To make it possible to pay the bonus each
month, a three months' running average should be used, the current month being added and the oldest month dropped each month.
This practice minimizes the effect of short-term fluctuations, pre-
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vents cost shifting from one month to another and, while it gives
the supervision the benefit of a good month longer, the effects of a
poor performance will also be felt for three months.
A Few ofthe "Hows" of Administering a Foremen's Bonus Plan
The administration of a bonus plan goes beyond the mere mechanics of bonus calculation each month. Selling it is one of the
important functions of administration. Reports, both to management and to the participants, must tell the story completely but
must be kept simple. Charts illustrating the cost savings should be
used wherever possible. The accountant in charge must constantly
strive to make the participants and their immediate superiors —
factory superintendents and managers— realize that it is their
budget, their plan, their tool, not the accountant's.
Administration is also concerned with keeping the plan understood by the participants. Revision provisions, eligibility rules,
explanation of the expense accounts, etc., should be in written
form and kept up to date. New foremen should be contacted so
the plan can be fully explained to them. Every foreman should
be encouraged to ask questions about cost savings possible, bonus
calculation, etc. A good method to stimulate such interest is for the
accountant to make periodic visits to each foreman. Such visits
will present more of an opportunity for discussing his problems
in connection with the budget than will other channels of communication.
The confidence of everyone concerned must be obtained. People
mistrust that which they do not understand. Careful explanations
must be made. It is easy to assume that because accountants understand "fixed," "variable," "running average," etc., everyone does,
when actually these terms may be as vague to shop men as shop
terms are to accountants. As an explanation of "fixed" and "variable" and the effect on the bonus plan budget, the following passage
was used in a bulletin issued to bonus plan participants:
"... we found that in some of the accounts, fixed elements
existed which did not lend themselves readily to control by
the foremen and which did not increase or decrease in relation to production schedules. It was necessary to determine
this fixed element and set it aside as a fixed cost in order to
recognize and reward cost savings during the period of low
production when the savings might be considered even more
important than at high levels of production.
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"To illustrate the effect of this fixed element let us take the
example of a man with a $ 3 0 0 pay check. Without examining
his needs, it would seem that every dollar he spent was only
1/300 or .34 per cent of the total money available. Therefore,
the decision whether or not to spend "a dollar for certain goods
might not seem too important in relation to the total pay check.
However, as this man pays his monthly bills, he finds that
approximately $27o of this pay check will be needed for predetermined or fixed costs such as mortgage payments, insurance payments, fuel, light, heat, etc., and that he really controls only, at this point, about $3o. Now when he has to make
a decision on a dollar expenditure, he is involving I /30 or 3.4
per cent of the total money that he has available (or controllable) at this point. This 3.4 per cent equals ten times .34
per cent and therefore this expenditure has become ten times
as important as if he had a total of $300 to distribute as he
saw fit each month.
"In setting our budgeted standards, we have followed a
procedure very similar to the illustration above. Certain of
the accounts had such a large portion of fixed expense that the
foremen's effort towards cost savings did not affect it materially enough to increase the operating efficiency index during periods+of low production volume. By allowing a portion
of such accounts as fixed, the remainder becomes more sensitive to cost saving and less sensitive to production volume, so
that a better opportunity for bonus payments exists at any
particular level of production."
Budget revision is another administration phase. It is very important that revisions be made when conditions change. Outside
factors, such as price level changes, and internal factors, such as
personnel reductions beyond control of the foremen, changes in
products, changes in plant layout and organization, and other
changing conditions, make revisions necessary. Revision as a result
of periodic reviews must also be made. The revisions must be controlled, as the accountant cannot have free range to change the
budget, but it is important that the approvals necessary be held to
a minimum to eliminate delay in putting revisions into effect.
Administration, being the wide field that it is in any operation
or enterprise, cannot be adequately covered in this article. However, in considering its importance, we should recognize that often
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a plan is discarded and a new one instituted at considerable expense, when better administration was the main thing needed.
Installation Is the Beginning
The end result of the bonus plan, cost savings, is the objective of
management and the accountant is expected to prepare and present
figures which show the outcome in these terms. In such presentation, the accountant should not overlook mention of intangible
benefits which cannot be measured precisely in dollars. These benefits are the effect on morale and good will of the foremen group.
Merit raises in pay must not be discarded under the assumption
that the bonus plan will take their place, but I do believe that a
bonus at the end of each month engenders more good will than a
pay raise of the same amount. The pay raise is soon absorbed in
the total money available to the recipient while the bonus, by way
of contrast, is usually considered "something extra." It is a little
like a Christmas present of $to from the "boss" as compared to a
$ 2 a month raise. The $io present makes the "boss" a "good guy"
while the $ 2 a month raise ( $ I 2 a year) probably makes him "an
old skinflint."
It is, of course, impossible to begin to cover all the problems
and techniques of budgeting for a supervisory incentive within the
scope of an article. However, this paper has been written in the
hope that it may bring to the attention of others interested some
of the major points for consideration and thus serve to ease their
planning problems. Attention is called again to the fact that, whatever the plan, whatever the budget, it is only a tool of management
and not management, itself. To do the job well, the budget and
the incentive plan for which it is prepared must be used well. The
job is not done when the system is devised and installed. At that
point, it is only begun

SALARY ADMINISTRATION FOR MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS
by GEORGE DLESK
Industrial Engineering Manager, American Box Board Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

The author of this article turns his attention to the application of
job evaluation (and salary administration) to salaried posts above
the clerical level and spells out the steps necessary to introduce
and the particulars of a point ranking plan based on the plan in
operation in his company. It is recommended, among other things,
that top officials in production, sales, accounting, and personnel
form the evaluation committee,
has cured many of the ills of wage and salary
M ANAGEMENT
administration at the lower levels but, in a great many in-

s

i

is

stances, has not "healed itself." As a result of this failure, many
companies have lost men in key positions. They have suddenly
awakened to the fact that secondary level talent for replacement
of senior executives is virtually nonexistent. Internal problems
within organizations have been accentuated by the growth that has
taken place and enlargement of the management group in most
instances.
Naturally those who have pioneered in this field have been beset
with innumerable questions and problems. The solution for any
one company is not necessarily the same as it will be for another.
Fundamentally, however, a basic pattern can be and should be
followed in determining and applying salary schedules for supervisory, technical, administrative, professional, sales, and executive positions. In this paper, the basic characteristics of a plan
for salary administration which is in effect and has operated successfully for a number of years will be presented.
For the plan to be successful, the management group of the
organization must be wholly in accord with the objectives of the
plan. Exclusive of his own salary, the president or general manager of most industrial organizations
the ultimate authori ty on
salary matters. In organizations with an industrial relations staff,
the industrial relations head
responsible_ for the administration
of the salary program. Some companies haveitablished salary
committees, consisting of officers of the company, to control the
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salary plan. However, under any circumstance, top management
must take an active interest in order to obtain the best results in
operating a salary program. In some cases, the most effective way
to introduce anew plan is to have the preliminary work done by
a firm of consultants. In some of the large corporations, the problem of developing salary administration has been assigned to a staff
member of the company or to a department created specifically for
this purpose. In any event, the accountant will have an active part
in the work.
The mechanics of developing the program need not be extremely
complex. Stated simply, the following is done:
i. Position descriptions are prepared.
2. A plan for evaluating positions is developed and approved.
r 3. An evaluating committee is selected.
4. The relative worth of positions is established.
Y 5. A comparison of position values and salary levels is made
outside of the company.
6.
Money values are attached to the position evaluations.
r
7. A salary schedule is prepared.
v S. A plan for rating employee performance is developed.
9. Each employee's performance is appraised and he is informed of his rating periodically.
io. Each employee is paid the salary to which he is entitled.
i i. Procedures for the administration and perpetuation of the
program are set up and followed.

v

r

Effective Questionnaire Basis for Position Descriptions

It is necessary to prepare adequate position descriptions which
fully reflect the responsibilities involved in the work and give a
concise outline of the duties entailed. At the outset, a questionnaire should be sent to every individual in the positions to be
covered by the plan. A letter introducing the program should go
along with the questionnaire. The questions which were asked in
developing our program are as follows:
z. Describe each duty performed by you in your work.
2.. Explain how your work ties in with other work of the company. Show the relationship of your work with that preceding and succeeding it.
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3. Indicate the kinds of "pressures" that develop in the work
for which you are responsible, such as peak loads, emergencies, and special demands.
4. Indicate the specific technical knowledge required in your
position, such as types of equipment, processes used, materials handled.
5. To what extent is this knowledge used in carrying out the
duties of your position?
6. In performing the duties of your position, what contacts
with other people in your department are necessary and
what is the purpose of these contacts?
7. What contacts with persons in other departments are
necessary and what is the purpose of these contacts?
S. How frequently does your work require that you contact
individuals and organizations outside the company? What
contacts do you make and what is their purpose?
9. How does the work for which you are responsible affect
cost of operation and company profits?
To what extent is your work checked and by whom?
ii. Describe briefly the amount of supervision you receive
from your immediate superior. Indicate the extent to
work alone and the amount of guidance and rewhich
view of your work from your immediate superior.
you

io.
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Describe briefly the extent to which you are required to
perform the following in your work:
a. Training or breaking in new employees.
'
b. Planning and scheduling your work.
c. Assigning or distributing work to others.
d. Developing methods and procedures for your work.
e. Reviewing the work of others.
f. Coordinating your work with others.

13. To what extent do you participate in the formulation of
company policy?
14. List names and titles of supervisors who are directly responsible to you and to whom you delegate responsibility
for supervising some phase of your work. Indicate the
number of people coming under the jurisdiction of each
supervisor.
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The questionnaires will serve as a basis for preparing the
position description. The description need not be lengthy. Rather,
a relatively terse, general outline of position function and responsibilities plus specific over -all duties should be used. An example
of a position description which is satisfactory for use in the plan
is shown in Exhibit i.
,JOB DESCRIPTION

Cost Accounting Supervisor
Basic Function
The Cost Accounting Supervisor is responsible for the collection
and assembly of cost statistics, the compliation of job costs and reports based on actual operations, comparative budget reports, and
assistance in establishing standard estimating data. He reports to the
Cost Manager.
Duties and Responsibilities
1. Assist in developing methods for the collection of cost information and in developing standard burden rates based on standard
cost data.
Z. Supervise the collection and assembly of all job costs.
3. Assist in establishing estimating data for cost estimates.
4. Compile reports and analyses of estimated and actual job costs.
5. Prepare comparative analyses of budgets and actual operation
performance by operation and department.
6. Maintain files and records of cost information.
7. Furnish cost information to other departments as directed.
EXHIBIT 1

Choice Between Ranking and Point Evaluation Plans
Providing an evaluation plan fo r a company depends on the
company's individual requirements. Two principal methods of
doing the job are available. The simplest method used to evaluate
positions is that known as "ranking." In using the ranking method,
the evaluating committee compares each position, based on its description, with all of the others being rated. Then each position is
placed in sequence with relationship to those of greater or lesser
relative worth. The ranking method is satisfactory for relatively
small groups of positions or for smaller companies.
The second common type of evaluation plan is based on a scale
of point determinations. All positions can be analyzed for common
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characteristics which make up job worth. These characteristics or
factors can be reduced to a usable basis. Such factors as the requirements of the job with respect to degree of knowledge or degree of direction of others or degree of creative ability can be
established and used in determining position worth. A weight in
terms of points can be assigned to each factor and to each subdivision or degree within the factor. Total points assigned to a
position then give it a comparative value on a common point basis
with all other positions. The factors that were used for evaluating
positions in our company plan are shown as follows, together with
indication of number of degrees recognized within the factor and
maximum points assigned:
Factor
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Number of
degrees

Knowledge
Responsibility for organizing and planning
Responsibility for methods and procedures
Responsibility for direction of others
Independent action
Creative thinking
Contacts
Working conditions
Total

8
6
5
6
6
5
6
6

Maximum
points
40
15
15
20
21
15
15
11
152

Exhibit 2 indicates the content of the first factor. It will be noted
here that letters rather than points have been assigned to each
degree. A specific point value has been given to each letter. It is felt
that the use of letters rather than points will provide for greater
impartiality while doing the evaluating work. As the table which
has just been given indicates, only five degrees were used, in some
instances, in valuing a characteristic, while in others six were
used and, as can be seen from Exhibit 2, eight were assigned to the
knowledge factor. The relative values used in this particular instance will not apply to all companies.
Procedure of the Evaluation Committee
Since the positions to be evaluated are within the management
area, the highest level in the organization should take part in the
evaluation work. On this committee should be the treasurer or controller, the head of aie manufacturing operations, the head of the
sales division, and the personnel director. These men will act as the
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permanent committee and will have the privilege of calling in other
members of the organization, as needed, on specific problems.
As a starting point, the evaluation committee must select a position which is well known to the group as a whole. The position
description should be read thoroughly. The committee may then
apply the value for each of the characteristics to the job. It is advisable to use a summary sheet for this compilation. A second fairly comparable job is next selected and rated. Taking the two ratings, the committee then makes a detailed cross comparison, factor
by factor. A third and a fourth key job are then selected and evaluated and cross comparisons made between these and the first two
evaluated. Usually, after having gone through the process of
evaluating characteristics for four positions, as a sort of test of
deliberations, the committee will have arrived at a fair appreciation
of the working basis of the evaluation plan.
Point Values and Salary Levels— Internal and External

Each company has an existing money relationship among positions. In some instances, this money relationship will correspond
quite closely to the point comparison. As a check of the company's
internal position based on the salary being paid, a chart should be
prepared with salary compared to point value as in Exhibit 3.
Any extreme variation from a general pattern of progression can
be noted and should be examined carefully. A line of progression
can be drawn through the points. This line portrays the current
salary level obtaining within the company for the various positions.
Internal statistics alone will be adequate for some companies
to use to carry out a salary program. However, for the most part,
it is advisable to make salary comparisons of key positions with
similar positions in the community or the industry. A salary survey of this nature presents a number of complex problems. Even
though position titles may be the same, the nature of work in the
management positions of the type in question varies from company
to company. Because of this, sound salary comparisons can be made
only through very careful analysis of the value of similar positions
in participating companies. This is best done through personal
interview with qualified personnel of the participant's organization.
The survey data are applied to the position points. In so doing,
a picture of the company's level compared to that of the community and industry can be superimposed graphically on the chart
prepared previously. Adjustments in the slope or progression of
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the salary line can be made to correspond with the survey statistics.
A general salary level in keeping with over -all company policy can
be established from the information. Exhibit 4 shows the current
salary level, survey statistics, and a final salary level.
Th e Resu lt: Po i nt Ra n ges Co rrela t ed Wi t h Rferit Ranges

In developing a plan of salary administration which can be
carried out effectively, it is advisable to establish a series of salary
classes. Each class will have a range from a starting salary to a
maximum. The range within a class will run from 25 per cent to
33 per cent of starting salary. Exhibit 5 portrays salary classes
and ranges based on the final salary level established in Exhibit 4.
In our plan, as in the example shown in Exhibit 5, five steps are
used for each salary class. The mid -point corresponds with our
final salary level line. It is the average rate for the position. On
the lower side is a starting level and a minimum expected performance level. Above the mid -point is a superior level and an
exceptional or maximum level.
As an example, the following table comprises a reading from
Exhibit 5 of the salary class and the point and salary range for
each class (salaries are on a monthly basis) :
Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Points

Starting

Mini mum

Average

Superior

Exceptional

0- 8
9- 11
12- 16
17- 22
23- 29
30- 37
38- 46
47- 56
57- 67
68- 79
80 -92
93 -106
107 -123
124+

$165.00
180.00
200.00
225.00
250.00
280.00
315.00
355.00
400.00
450.00
500.00
560.00
625.00
700.00

$172.50
190.00
212.50
237.50
265.00
297.50
335.00
377.50
425.00
475.00
530.00
592.50
662.50
740.00

$180.00
200.00
225.00
250.00
280.00
315.00
355.00
400.00
450.00
500.00
560.00
625.00
700.00
780.00

$190.00
212.50
237.50
265.00
297.50
335.00
377.50
425.00
475.00
530.00
592.50
662.50
740.00
827.50

$200.00
225.00
250.00
280.00
315.00
355.00
400.00
450.00
500.00
560.00
625.00
700.00
780.00
875.00

Each position is assigned to a salary class on the basis of its
evaluated point total. Although a plan of evaluation of this nature
is adequate for middle management work, caution must be exercised in applying it to senior executive positions. For top management positions and those which are valued at more than $io ,0 00
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per year, our organization has used the "ranking" method of
evaluation.
To establish an individual's value within a salary class, a merit
rating plan should be developgdd_p; d introduced. The subject of
merit rating has been explored thoroughly by a great number of
au thorities. Merit rating is the logical method of establishing an
employee's performance value. It can be tied into the salary levels.
It provides the company with a tool for judging the development of
personnel. The recognition of individual differences is expressed
and can be rewarded in a concrete and uniform manner.
Introducing the Plan
The over -all plan should be explained to small groups of employees by some one who is thoroughly conversant with all of its
ramifications. Then, in private interview with his superior, each
person covered by the program should be told of his position requirements, salary class, and salary range, and the level within
that salary range at which he will be paid.
A plan of this nature does not necessarily save money upon its
installation. The basis for the plan assures equity which in turn
provides benefits which go far beyond the initial cost. To determine the cost of installing the program, a tabulation is made showing each person's name, position, present salary, and a salary
adjusted to the nearest salary level of the new salary schedule.
Frequently it may be necessary to modify the salary levels at the
outset because of a too marked variation from the present level
to the survey values. Approval of the salary schedules at this
point requires top management's or board of director's authorization.
The success of any program of this sort is predicted on two
things —top management approval and support, and employee approval and acceptance. It is needless to say that an employee under
this type of plan should be paid the salary for the position to which
he has been assigned. With the objectives of such a plan as a constant consideration, any organization can improve its employee
and middle management morale tremendously. When men are
needed to assume greater responsibilities, a company having a constructive salary administration program will have talent available
to fit its needs.

THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
AND COST ACCOUNTING
by R. CONRAD COOPER
Vice President in charge of Industrial Engineering,
United States Steel Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

When operating results of the past or forecast (or desired)
future are considered —the former as results of past planning and
as one source of material for the present outlook, the latter by
wayof performance planning based on many sources of information—industrial engineers and cost accountants are alike interested.
This interest stems, in both cases, from a professional call to provide services to management. That these services are by no means
competitive but rather complementary is the theme of the present
article.
recent years there has been a considerable amount of interest
INshown
in the discussion of the relationships between the activities of industrial engineering and accounting. It, therefore, seems
in order for me to describe briefly the industrial engineering
functions, since I must necessarily write from that viewpoint, and
then to point out the relationships between industrial engineering
activities and those of accounting. Before proceeding to do so,
however, I want to emphasize the firm convictions that:
i. The activities of accounting and industrial engineering
are closely related, interdependent, and complementary.
2.

The successful discharge of either function in its full
scope is contingent upon the cooperative handling of both.

The remainder of this article is devoted to rendering these convictions concrete in the minds of readers by setting forth in particular the areas common to the exercise of both functions.
Points at Which Industrial Engineering and Accounting Rleet
Industrial engineering is concerned with two principal areas
of activity: ( i ) to determine what material on which machine
with how many men performing in accordance with what method
will produce the desired product at least cost, and ( 2 ) to put
those determinations into practice and produce the desired product
949
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at such minimum cost. Generally speaking, we refer to these two
areas of activity under the headings of determination and application. Each of these two general fields of activity leads into a related and subsidiary line of endeavor which involves both accounting and industrial engineering.
The field of determination produces the specifications and related
standards. The ever -new and changing conditions that arise in the
day -to -day efforts to improve manufacturing operations require
the constant establishment of new specifications and standards to
cover the new or changed conditions. Hence, the original activity
of determination leads into the related, subsidiary activity of
maintenance of specifications and standards. The specifications
and standards are only for the purpose of securing a carefully
calculated, desirable result. Therefore the activity of application
leads into the related, subsidiary activity of analysis to determine
whether the anticipated result is being realized or to disclose the
reasons for failure, if such is the case, and point the way to improvement.
Thus industrial engineering is concerned with the determination,
application, and maintenance of specifications and standards, and
with analysis of the actual and potential results thereunder. We
believe that accounting must be equally concerned with each of these
activities if the mutually desired result of industrial engineering is
to be realized.
Point No. 1: Determination of Specifications and Standards
The activity of determination develops the required materials,
equipment, personnel, methods, operating practice descriptions,
wage administration practices, performance standards and incentives, and basic standards f rom which to establish operating controls, production schedules, standard costs, pricing schedules, etc.
It is our experience that no single one of those determinations
can be concluded finally without drawing upon accounting for
information or special assistance at some stage in the development.
Thus we have the first point at which the activities of industrial
engineering and accounting are closely related and interdependent.
In this case industrial engineering is dependent upon accounting,
both for the supply of necessary information and the accuracy
thereof. Clearly the industrial engineering determinations can be
no more reliable than the information from which conclusions
are drawn. Therefore, it is incumbent upon accounting to insure
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the supply of sound information for use by industrial engineers.
Subsequent accounting determinations are dependent upon the
specifications and standards supplied by industrial engineers. Thus
the order of dependency is reversed and it is incumbent upon industrial engineers to insure the supply of sound information for
use by accounting.
Point No. 2: Application ofSpecifications and Standards
The activities of applying the specifications and standards determined by industrial engineers fall almost entirely upon the shoulders of accounting. Clearly the application of wage rates, performance standards, incentives, basic standards, etc., and the
related calculations are accounting functions exclusively. Here
again are closely related and interdependent activities. In this
instance industrial engineering is wholly dependent upon accounting for accurate application of the specifications and standards.
The validity of subsequent accounting determinations is contingent
upon such accuracy of application.
Therefore, on two counts the accounting interest in application
is mutual with that of industrial engineering. Accounting, of
course, cannot meet the requirements as to accuracy except as the
industrial engineering specifications, standards, and related instructions are comprehensive, clear, concise, and otherwise susceptible of accurate application. Again the order of dependency is
reversed and the interests of accounting and industrial engineering
are mutual.
Point No. 3: Maintenance ofSpecifications and Standards
This brings us to the area of activity identified as the maintenance of specifications and standards. In my opinion, this subject
presents the two- headed problem of too much and too little —too
much has been said regarding the theories of maintenance of
standards and too little has been done regarding the hard practicalities of actual practice. No doubt many have had the experience
of seeing what appeared to be a good industrial engineering installation subsequently become worse than useless through inability or
failure to maintain the specifications and standards in adjustment
with new or changed conditions. In such matters, no measure at
all is generally better than one of unknown inaccuracies. Therefore, if we were to choose a single yardstick by which to judge
the soundness of an industrial engineering endeavor, it would be
the test of whether or not the system of specifications and stand-
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ards lends itself to adequate maintenance in constant current adjustment to new or changed conditions.
The daily responsibilities for maintenance of standards must lie
among line operating, accounting, industrial engineering, and industrial relations staffs, with a lion's share of the related burden
falling about equally upon accounting and industrial engineering.
The first requirement in this connection is a system of industrial
engineering policy and procedure of practical proportions that
lends the results to adequate maintenance. The second requirement is an appropriate assignment of authority and responsibility
in which: line operators make no change of an operation without
notice to accounting and industrial engineering; accounting suspends the application of the related specifications and standards
when the operation changes; industrial engineering promptly supplies the necessary new specifications and standards to replace
those that became obsolete; and, to the extent that individuals are
involved, industrial relations accomplishes the necessary negotiations for replacement.
Clearly the activities of accounting and industrial engineering are
related and interdependent in such matters. Their interests are
mutual. Furthermore, the keystone position in this activity is
occupied by accounting. No matter how good the organizational
arrangements, there is always the need for a system of checks and
balances which can be supplied only through the audits and other
activities of accounting.
Point No. 4: Analysis of Performance Under Standards
We come now to the fourth field of related and interdependent
activity of accounting and industrial engineering, namely, that of
analysis. Naturally, with accounting having performed the work
of application and related calculations of results actually realized,
it follows that accounting is the proper agency to determine and
disclose the extent to which such results varied, if any, from those
anticipated under the established specifications and standards. In
other words, the calculation of variances from standard is an accounting function. Consequently, industrial engineering is dependent upon accounting for information regarding any instances of
failure to realize the results anticipated under the established specifications and standards.
However, the mere disclosure of such variances by itself accomplishes nothing. The real task at hand at this point is to
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bring about elimination of the excesses and thus reduce costs to the
standard minimum. An endeavor of this sort can be successful
only with the full participation and support of all interested parties,
including line operating, accounting, and industrial engineering, in
all cases, and other departments depending upon the nature of the
problem at hand. The starting point, of course, is to determine
the causes of the variances as the stepping stones from which to devise plans for their elimination. Such matters intimately involve
both accounting and industrial engineering, the efforts of each
being helpful to the other and complementary.
In some instances, the variance figures produced by accounting
disclose the cause of the variance. Therefore, accounting has a
logical function to perform in the analysis of variance causes.
In other instances, the causes for variances cannot be disclosed
without engineering analysis and field investigation of operations
that produced the variances. Naturally, with industrial engineering having been the prime mover in arriving at the specifications
and standards from which the variances were developed, it follows
that industrial engineering is the proper agency to investigate the
causes for such variances and to participate in the development of
suggested ways and means for the elimination thereof. Thus we
find industrial engineering depending upon accounting for the
figures from which to start work and accounting depending upon
industrial engineering to further the endeavor for which the figures
were prepared.
Mutual Objectives and Complementary Activities
These, then, are the more general points at which the activities
of accounting and industrial engineering are related. So far as
specific activities are concerned, the instances of mutual interest
are many. Examples are the analysis and investigation of appropriations, specific cost reduction programs, etc. However, the compass of this article precludes going into further particulars. At all
events, the objectives of accounting and industrial engineering in
matters of mutual interest are the same and the successful discharge
of either function in its full scope is contingent upon cooperative
handling of both. To that end I desire to express the convictions
that effective discharge of the industrial engineering function, in
which accounting is equally interested, is contingent upon establishment of the following conditions:
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r. The function of industrial engineering must be recognized
in the company and have the full backing of the company's
chief executive. No management function that bears so
intimately upon the administrative affairs of other management functions and involves matters of such importance to
the enterprise can be discharged effectively without full
participation and support of the company's chief executive.
2. The line operators who direct the operations and are called

upon to produce the products at minimum cost must understand that such results can be accomplished only through
their skillful use of sound industrial engineering determinations. They must be able to see the benefits to be derived
by such service.
3. The accounting people who must apply the results of the
industrial engineer's factual determinations in the daily
records and transactions of the business must participate
fully in the development of policy and procedure through
which those determinations are made. Their participation
is needed to insure that the results thereof are subject
to practical application and accurate adjustment for new or
changed conditions.
These are not expressions of academic principle or pious hope.
They reflect the fundamental cornerstones of our industrial engineering endeavor in United States Steel. The industrial engineering function characterized fits within my officially stated responsibility. The objectives I have described are fully known and supported by our chief executives.
The participating arrangement that was outlined is in practice.
The executives of operating, accounting, industrial relations, and
industrial engineering participate fully in the development of all
industrial engineering policies, procedures, and decisions of major
significance. We enjoy the active and aggressive support of our
accounting associates, in all branches of our endeavor, and do our
best to reciprocate in kind.
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A Fixed Asset Physical Inventory Procedure
The plan of fixed asset inventory- taking here described depends on an
identification number assigned to each piece of identifiable equipment. This
identification number is placed on the equipment by one of several methods,
as may be appropriate. These are direct stenciling, stenciled metal tags, or
painting. Each piece of equipment so identified is also accorded an individual
asset ledger sheet (Exhibit 1). These property ledger sheets are the basis
ASSET PROPERTY RECORD

Authorization No.

In ventory No.
P. O. No.
Unit
Departm ent No.
Depreciatio n Sch edu le:
Location

Man u fac tu rer:

Da t e o f F ir s t Us e :
Da t e o f L a s t Us e :

Ven d o r:
Acco un t No .
Invoice No.

Quotation:

Catalo gu e No. and Date
Serial No.
Cert. No.

Received
Description

Item
Amount

EXHIBIT 1
for the plant inventory. They are arranged in functional groups reflecting
the grouping of machines in the plant for cost accounting purposes.
To completely inventory the identifiable equipment in the plant, a list of
all identification numbers is compiled from the property ledger sheets on a
columnar inventory work sheet form. The inventory work sheet provides
space for the asset property ledger number, brief description, manufacturer's
serial numbers, location of the item, and the inventory date, as well as for
initials of the individual assigned, to be inserted when the check is made.
The inventory list as first prepared is verified to the ledger again and
given to field checkers detailed to the actual duties of physically locating
each piece of equipment listed and noting its present location if different
from that on the list, the date of the checking, the serial numbers of all
serially - numbered equipment, and any other facts necessary either to indicate lost or misplaced items or illegible numbers or to provide other information considered of value in maintaining property records. As indicated below, the inventory- taking extends over a period of time.
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The property ledger sheet has space provided on the reverse side for
the notation of each physical inventory. This space is headed "Inventory
Record" and is illustrated by Exhibit 2. Filled in, it supplies book record of

INVENTORY RECORD
Date Check

By

Remarks

llate Check

By

Remarks

Use Th is Sp ace fo r Retirem ents, Sales, or Transfers

EXHIBIT 2
the date of the inventory, the initials of the checker, and any significant remarks shown on the inventory work sheet. The postings are made to the
inventory record at the completion of the inventory. All missing items are
listed and the list is referred to the management for investigation. Accounting disposition is made after this report has been reviewed. A copy of the
list is placed with the inventory work sheets, where is becomes a permanent
record.
Facilities, the nature of which makes individual identification impracticable,
such as site improvements, plant drainage system, electrical and communication lines, process piping, roadways, fences, etc., are grouped in the ledger
by kind and each group assigned a number for record purposes only. Certifications are obtained at the close of each inventory period from the plant
superintendent or other official having knowledge of plant operations, construction, and maintenance, as to the existen ce o f such facilities, changes
made since last inventory, and other pertinent data.
Field checkers, who also have other assigned duties, make a continuous
check of the plant and, by the end of the accounting fiscal period, have
checked for each piece of identifiable equipment and have recorded missing
items for management information as noted above.
Contributed by A. P. MARSH,Sabine Chapter

THE PRACTICE OF PENNY ELIMINATION
by L. F. ADAMS
Auditor, Drayo Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

In the author's company it was noted that the average "counting entry to the two decimals required by the use ofcents, consisted
of five digits. Hence penny elimination suggested a goal of doing
away with forty per cent of the figure recording in the accounts.
How this was accomplished in a thorough -going manner, with no
more than the necessary exceptions, is detailed in the present paper
in a provocative manner.

elimination is the name of a development in accounting
P ENNY
technique which has been applied in quite a few companies in
a number of different ways. In this paper it is proposed to explain
the meaning of the device, why we decided to adopt it in our company, how we put it into practical operation, and the results we
are getting. I believe it offers a very real opportunity for nearly
every organization to effect substantial savings in accounting costs.
In our company, penny elimination means the recording of accounting entries in whole dollars, getting rid of the pennies completely
wherever possible. Does this sound revolutionary and impractical?
Well, it may be revolutionary but it certainly is not impractical.
Possible savings in accounting costs are really worth while and can
be accomplished without any significant effect on the accuracy or
sufficiency of costs, statements, or statistical reports.
Penny Accuracy Appropriate to Certain Accounts
Of course there is a time and place for everything. The chemist,
metallurgist, and atom scientist working on precise formulae, deal
in very small quantities but engineers or bridge builders can be
satisfied with pounds or even tons in their computations. 5o it
should be with accountants. When figuring costs of components or
separate operations, it is frequently necessary to work them out to
several decimal places, but that should not mean that this accuracy
is necessary or desirable in all phases of our work. When we present a statement of operations for either internal use or public
consideration, is it particularly important that we say that our sales
957
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or our costs are so many dollars and so many cents? Who cares
about the pennies in these cases? In addition, our balance sheets
have presented assets and liabilities down to the cent when we,
as accountants, know full well that many of the figures are at
best no more than close estimates in which the dollars themselves
are open to debate. Most statements and statistical reports are
just as satisfactory and actually less confusing in the long nm if
presented in whole dollars.
When penny elimination was first proposed in our company, it
was referred to by some as "centsless accounting" and the play on
words was intentional. As time passed and the simplicity of the
idea became more apparent, the scoffers changed their tune and
now, after just a few months trial, I do not know of anyone in
our accounting organization who does not enthusiastically endorse
and support the new method. Of course pennies cannot be disregarded completely. Banks continue to carry our accounts out
to the cent. Our employees want their pay in full. Our suppliers
expect to be paid the total amount of their bills. Tax collectors
will continue to exact their pound of flesh down to the last ounce.
We, too, continue to bill our customers the exact amounts represented by the value of the goods we sell or the services we perform.
So, in our accounts covering cash, receivables, and payables, we
have to record the pennies, but these accounts are in the minority
and give us no concern. It is in the distributions, redistributions,
computations, listings, typings, etc., that the volume of clerical
operations occur and that is where the savings can be expected.
Our studies of the problem revealed that the average accounting
entry representing dollars and cents consists of five digits. Eliminate the pennies and two fifths or 40 per cent of the work has been
done away with. But could this be accomplished without loss of
substantial accuracy? We believed it could and the results have
borne out our expectations.
Voluminous Cost Detail Handled in Many Divisions

Dravo Corporation is engaged in a number of specialized types
of businesses, conducted by means of four distinct divisions and
one wholly -owned subsidiary. Our accounting methods are designed to accommodate the various requirements of each.
The Contracting Division is engaged in heavy construction work
and builds such things as bridge foundations, river locks and dams,
mine shafts, tunnels, and so on. It uses the job order method of
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keeping the costs of these various projects and, for purposes of
control of costs and evaluation of actual performance compared with
estimates and bids, the costs are broken down by means of codes
covering different sections of the work. In addition, it is usually
necessary to know the elements of cost, such as labor, material,
and various types of expense incurred with respect to each section.
A different set of codes is used to collect such items. Thus we
first have an account for each project and, under that account,
codes covering sections and subcodes to classify and record the
types of costs. All of this requires rather elaborate distributions
of labor, material, and overhead expense. Here is an opportunity
to effect substantial savings when we reduce the number of digits
we have to deal with. Moreover, it is sufficient for every purpose to
state our costs in whole dollars. Pennies are of no consequence
when we are considering the cost of a bridge. Perhaps the reader
is thinking at this point that pennies may be insignificant in the
final result but, if so many individual transactions are involved,
what about the cumulative effect if pennies are eliminated in each
distribution or entry ? The cumulative effect would be important,
but there is a way of getting around that obstacle which will be
explained a little later on in this article.
Engineering Works Division builds ships, particularly inland
waterways craft, of which barges and towboats are the most
numerous, and manufactures various steel fabricated products.
Some of these are very large, such as ore and coal bridges, dockyard cranes, and material handling plants. Others are relatively
small, for example, industrial and commercial space heaters. This
division also operates on the job order system with separate accounts for each project, with codes and subcodes to classify the
sections of the work and elements of costs applicable to each section.
Here, too, labor distributions, material purchases, and requisitions
occur in great volume and "pennies saved are pennies earned"
in the accounting for costs and the accumulation and distribution
of overhead.
Our Machinery Division is sales representative for a number of
manufacturers of industrial, heating, and air conditioning equipment, frequently designed and built to fit particular requirements.
Ash handling equipment, automatic furnace and boiler control
equipment, blowers, boilers, compressors, condensers, feed water
heaters, pumps, speed reducers, stokers, turbines, water treatment
systems, and many other similar and related items are examples
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of the equipment this division sells. It will also undertake to perform the installation of the equipment sold.
It will be realized that in work of this type the paper work is
a very considerable task and the opportunity for savings of up to
40 per cent in the recording, distributing, posting, listing, and so
on of the costs is not to be lightly dismissed. This division uses
a sales order system for collecting costs of equipment sales and
a job order system for costing construction and installation projects. Pennies are of little consequence here.
The Keystone Division produces sand and gravel, manufactures
ready -mixed concrete and concrete block, and operates a number
of distributing plants from which these products and other builders' supplies are sold. It owns and operates two floating sand
dredges, which are in effect manufacturing plants in their own
right in that after the sand and gravel is dredged from the river
or adjacent land area, it must be very carefully washed to remove
silt and unwanted material, then graded in various degrees of size
to suit industrial and building requirements. The volume of accounting work in this division is not as great nor as complicated
as for some of our other operations, but need for savings is equally
important and relatively just as large. In fact, we realized an
unexpected savings in this division which will be touched upon
later in this paper.
Dravo -Doyle Company operates as a wholly -owned subsidiary.
It is engaged in the sale and rental of contractors' equipment of
all kinds, types, and sizes, from huge earth movers and road
paving machines to small pumps and air compressors. It operates
a storage yard and shop where this equipment is stored, overhauled, and repaired. While its operations are relatively simple,
it does a substantial volume of business and maintains a large and
varied inventory of units, repair parts, and supplies.
Principle of"Rounding" Adopted to Avoid Cumulative Error

Our operations have been described in considerable detail for
the purpose of emphasizing the highly varied nature of our accounting requirements and with the thought that similar applications may be recognized in other businesses and perhaps, too,
as advance rebuttal to the oft- heard, "It won't work in our line."
It has previously been stated that we concluded we could eliminate
pennies without loss of substantial accuracy. Obviously this could
not be accomplished by completely disregarding or "dropping"
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the cents, because the cumulative effect of pennies involved in the
recording of a large number of individual entries would undoubtedly be of considerable consequence. However, this obstacle
can be overcome by "rounding" the amounts to the nearest dollar
instead of merely dropping what is beyond the decimal point.
This takes advantage of the tendency of fractions under and over
a half dollar to offset each other and reduces the ultimate variation
from penny accuracy to an acceptable minimum. Amounts ending
in exactly fifty cents gave us some concern until we hit on the
rather obvious solution of rounding such amounts to the nearest
dollar. Thus amounts ending in, say, $1.50 we raise to $2.00
and amounts ending in, say, $4.50 we record as $4.00. This tendency
of rounded amounts to offset is really the key to the success of the
plan and it works out to a net amount that is astonishingly small.
When our studies had convinced us that the idea was practical,
we set about working out the details. Since we did not intend to
depart from the double entry system of bookkeeping and since
for every debit entry there had to be a corresponding amount
recorded as a credit entry, something had to be done about the
variances that were bound to occur. To keep our books in balance we provided an account which we call "penny elimination."
We set this up as a deferred account with the thought that at the
end of the year we will close it to profit and loss.
Since the prime objective of the plan is to save accounting time
and effort, we determined that our rules and procedures must not
result in
work in the elimination of pennies than would be
saved. Therefore, entries to those accounts in which pennies could
not be disregarded are still recorded exactly. We found that such
accounts could be limited to those recording the amounts due us
by banks, customers, employees, and other miscellaneous receivables, and to the accounts controlling payable items and accrued wages, payroll deductions, and miscellaneous liabilities.
These accounts are comparatively few in number and are easily
remembered by all concerned in making entries.
Entries to all other accounts involving income and expense and
assets and liabilities are rounded. In one or two cases we discovered that, although an account could be carried on a rounded
basis in principle, actually, because of the need for a rather elaborate reconciliation, it was more practical to record the individual
entries exactly and avoid the reconciliation. Withholding taxes are
an example of this point. It would be entirely satisfactory to state
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our liability for these deductions in whole dollars, but we need an
exact control account to govern our reports and payments. If
only whole dollars were recorded, we would have to keep a side
record for control purposes.
Penny Elimination —And Cash Receipts and Disbursements

up

We next examined our various types of entries and set up procedures to govern the treatment of each type. Cash receipts are
recorded in dollars and cents in our cash receipts journal in so far
as the columns covering cash, accounts receivable, and discount
allowed are concerned. Credits to miscellaneous income and expense accounts and to other general ledger accounts are shown in
rounded dollars in the columns provided for such entries in this
journal. At the end of the month the various columns are totaled
and an entry prepared to record the totals in the general ledger.
At this time the amount of the variance is determined, which is
the difference between the total debit to cash and the sum of the
total credits of the distribution columns. The amount of this
variance should be nominal and, if not, a recheck is conducted
to correct any errors. If the variance is considered acceptable, it
is forthwith charged or credited to the penny elimination account
without further recheck or question. It is true that an insignificant
error or an offsetting error of consequence may exist, however,
if it is insignificant, why worry? And if an offsetting error of
in the reconconsequence occurs, it is almost bound to show
ciliation of the bank account or detail trial balance of our accounts
receivable, at which time correction can be made.
We do not use a cash disbursement journal but, if we should
ever decide to install one, there is no doubt the procedure established for our cash received journal would work equally well for
cash disbursements. All disbursements from our general cash,
including transfers of cash from our main bank accounts to payroll or other operating fund accounts, clear through our accounts
payable account. We pay all bills by checks, record of which is
kept by tabulating machines, and we cannot get a check out of our
tabulating department without a formal accounts payable purchase
bill, properly approved and distributed.
Rounding Off Accounts Payable Distribution
Cash discounts allowed on purchase bills are deducted forthwith
when such bills are received and scheduled for payment. In all
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our accounting for pur chases, we deal with the net amount to be
paid. A small form is attached to each purchase bill providing
space for the necessary approvals, accounting distribution, register
number (which is also the check number when the bill is paid),
and date the bill is scheduled for payment. Clerks processing these
bills enter the accounting distribution in rounded dollars and, of
course, do not make any mark, either a dash or two zeros in the
cents column of the distribution form. Nor do they make an
entry on the form for the difference between the amount distributed
and the amount to be paid.
One exception to this rule is that, should the distribution involve
an entry to one of the accounts carried in dollars and cents, the
exact amount is set down. An example of such an entry would
be an amount to be rebilled to a customer or employee, charged to
a rebilling account and subsequently cleared by an actual rebill
invoice. The reconciliation of the rebilling account is greatly
facilitated by having both the charge and the subsequent rebill
credit agree exactly. As stated heretofore, the number of accounts
requiring exact distribution entries are limited and easily remembered by the clerks processing the bills. We anticipated some
difficulty in the distribution of charges involving proration of a bill
to two or more accounts or codes, especially if the bill covered a
number of items, some of which were prorated on one basis and
some on another, but we have been pleased to discover that this has
caused little or no trouble.
After purchase bills are checked, approved, and distributed, they
are sent into the tabulating department in groups of about fifty
with an adding machine tape of the payment amounts. Cards are
punched in whole dollars covering the distribution and in exact
dollars and cents covering the amounts to be paid. These cards
are then run through a tabulating machine and the total of the payment cards is compared with the adding machine tape. If th ey
agree, these cards become the credit to accounts payable and the
basis for preparation of checks on the scheduled payment dates.
The total of the distribution cards is likewise compared with the
total of the payment cards, to determine that the variance is acceptable. We consider a $2 variance acceptable on a batch of fifty
bills. An accumulation is kept on a control sheet of the payable
totals and the distribution totals throughout the month, making it
necessary to have but one entry for the difference each month to
the penny elimination account. We process between 6,000 and
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9,000 bills each month on this basis. An unacceptable variance is

investigated while the purchase bills and cards are together and
any error is corrected by repunching as required.
Charging Labor and Salaries in Rounded Amounts
In the case of our shop labor, time is reported by work area in
man hours and tabulating cards are punched showing the account,
code and subcode, hours, and area. Twice each month, these cards
are sorted and the hours applicable to each charge accumulated.
Using an average rate established for each work area, the hours
are extended to rounded dollars and a labor distribution voucher
is prepared. Control of distribution is maintained by check of
hours worked with hours distributed. This is done each week
when time is turned in. In the case of shop labor, the variance between the dollars distributed and the exact dollars and cents earned
is clue partly to the use of average labor rates in costing hours
distributed and partly to the elimination of the pennies in the
rounding of the distribution to whole dollars. We charge or credit
the whole dollars involved in the variance to our shop overhead
account and the balance amounting to cents less than a dollar to
the penny elimination account.
Distributions of salaries are expressed in rounded dollars with
the variance charged or credited to the penny elimination account.
Field payrolls are almost always chargeable to a particular account
covering the project. Distributions of such payrolls to various
codes and subcodes are first extended in exact amounts but converted to rounded dollars when vouchered. Here we h ave not
saved as much time as we do in our shop payroll operation but,
nevertheless, after the rounding operation, the subsequent use of
the distributions effects substantial savings in accumulating, listing,
adding, and typing.
Partial Applications: Stores Entries and Revenue Entries
We found that the rules covering the distribution of vendors'
invoices in rounded dollars would not work when applied to requisitions for materials and supplies taken from stores inventory and
put into production, consumed in the manufacturing process, or
shipped to construction projects. Too many of these requisitions
amounted individually to less than a dollar. We rather reluctantly
decided that, if we used the rounded dollar principle applied to
each requisition, we would run the risk of too great a difference
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and that it is necessary to calculate the exact amount for each
requisition. Tabulating cards are also punched for the exact
amount. These cards are sorted by account distribution and run
through the tabulating machine which punches a summary card for
the total for each account in dollars and cents. Then these summary cards are run through the multiplier punch which automatically rounds the amounts to whole dollars.
Thereafter, in all cost summaries, entries, listings, etc., only the
rounded dollars appear. The original cards showing the exact
amounts are again sorted, this time by inventory stock account,
run through the machine, and summary credit cards are prepared
in rounded dollars and used to relieve the inventory accounts of the
value of materials issued. We are glad to have some saving in this
operation and are distressed that we cannot start out with rounded
dollars. So far we have not been able to figure out a way of doing
so that will not require more work than the method we are using.
Billings to customers are necessarily charged to accounts receivable in exact amounts, but the credits to revenue and income accounts are recorded in rounded dollars. Entries to the penny elimination account are made when our billing is closed for the month.
At that time the tabulating department furnishes summaries of the
month's billing and the amount of the variance is ascertained. We
are working on the principle of eventually presenting all our bills
in rounded dollars rather than dollars and cents and are making
progress in that direction. We have even secured customer acceptance of rounded dollar billing in the case of a few cost -plus
contracts.
Journal entries covering adjustments, write -off of depreciation,
prepayments and deferred charges, and accrual of various liabilities, as well as distributions and prorations of overhead expenses, present no problems. They are recorded in rounded dollars
with the exception of entries to the few accounts that require the
use of exact amounts.
In short, we eliminate pennies wherever we can at inception
and, where we cannot do that, we eliminate them as soon as we
can without impairing substantial accuracy, so that from the point
of elimination we are saving approximately the 40
per cent entry
labor mentioned earlier in this article. Naturally, this does not
mean that the entire 40 per cent is realized but, in five months of
this procedure, we have been able to reduce our clerical staff by
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approximately nine per cent, due almost entirely to penny elimination.
Intangible Advantages and Unexpected Savings
There have been other advantages realized. One that is hard to
measure but which we think is important and very real, is the reduction of errors. In such operations as additions, transcriptions,
classifications, and distributions, errors are bound to occur. The
fewer digits the clerks have to deal with the fewer chances for
errors exist. No one in our company has ever kept track of the
time consumed locating and correcting such errors and we are not
now keeping such a record, so we have no basis for evaluating the
savings, but the universal approval of the new plan by the people
who are doing the work indicates that they consider their work
load lightened and part of that feeling is doubtless due to the
realization that it is easier to work with fewer numbers.
During the description of the Keystone Division operations, it
was mentioned that we had realized an unexpected saving in that
division. This saving is concerned with the preparation of monthly
statements of operating costs of many individual units of equipment. Formerly these statements were transcribed manually f rom
tabulating runs, balanced and proved, and then typed for presentation to supervisors of operations. We found that, because of the
elimination of two digits of cents, we could dispense with the tabulated runoff, post directly to columnar forms using a pegboard
arrangement, have the totals computed and proved by comptometer
operators, and send the forms (still on the pegboard) directly to
our stenographic department for typing. We thus did away with
one operation in our tabulating department, elminated a laborious
transcription job, reduced the dimensions of the forms, performed
the totaling and balancing operation in a more efficient manner, and
put the statements out much earlier in the month than before. We
are now examining a number of other operations and statements
for the purpose of taking advantage of the opportunities for savings along similar lines.
If this article has seemed to go into extreme detail about our
penny elimination plan, this has been deliberate because it seemed
clear that a brief or outline presentation would not convey my conviction that this device is a step forward in practical accounting. I
am sure that the principles involved are worthy of careful consideration and can be successfully applied in most businesses.

COST CONTROL WITHIN THE CONTROLLER'S DIVISION
by W. M. SCULLY
General Accounting Manager, Kaiser Steel Corp.,
Fontana, Calif.

Two separate committee procedures directed to the objectives of
seeing that the end products of the accounting department and its
internal procedures as well, undergo continuous critical review, are
given concrete expression in this paper. Noted are the subject matter of fifteen successful cost reduction projects undertaken.
MAJOR function of the controller's division is to provide
A management
with facts and statistics from which operating
activities may be effectively controlled. This function may be fulfilled in many ways but good business practice dictates that it be
done in a planned and economical manner. It is the job of the controller's organization to see that it is done in a planned and economical manner.
It is easy to say that the controller's division is only a service
department and, therefore, at the mercy of the requirements of the
operating organization and unable to do anything to control its own
costs. Such an attitude, of course, is neither well - founded nor conducive to the creative and constructive effort which characterizes
the controller's function, effectively performed. In presenting
briefly some of the high lights of the approach which we have taken
toward cost control of the accounting function in our company, it
appears appropriate to consider report control and cost reduction
projects separately.

Effecting Report Control
The item of report control covers the review of all reports issued
by the controller's division. Data sheets are prepared which contain
the following information relative to each report:
i. Title
Number of pages
3. Frequency (daily, weekly,
monthly, etc.)
4. Distribution of copies
2.

5.
6.
7.
8.
967

Contents and purpose
Department preparing report
Man hour requirements
Remarks and recommendations
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The Analysis of Report forms, on which the foregoing information is set down, are reviewed by a report control committee composed of representatives of operating, industrial engineering, and
accounting management. The committee and the control program
have the support of the vice president in charge of operations and
the controller. The committee is charged with responsibility of reviewing the form with respect to the use and effectiveness of all
reports. Meetings of the committee are preplanned so that copies of
all forms to be discussed are available to those attending and are
grouped according to subject, e.g., production, inventories, cost,
force control, etc. As each report is reviewed, the committee attempts to classify the report in one or more of the following categories in the sequence listed:
i.
z.
3.
4.

To be discontinued.
To be consolidated.
To be revised to delete unused or repetitive information.
To be continued but at reduced frequency of preparation.

5. To be continued with fewer copies.
6. To be continued with more economical methods of producing multiple copies.
y. To be set aside for further investigation and study.
The committee's recommendations as to the several reports reviewed are submitted to the vice president in charge of operations
and to the controller for final action. Report reviews in connection
with the program have resulted in the reduction of many man hours
of work, as well as of incidental costs of office and stationery supplies. From the controller's division viewpoint as well,as the company's, these results represent worth-while monetary savings.
Cost Reduction Projects Procedure
The second phase of the over -all program to make sure that controller's division costs are in line with efficient operation, is primarily the concern of controller's department personnel. It consists
of the cost reduction projects previously mentioned. It was recognized that talking about cost reduction does not result in any savings but that a well- planned and organized approach to the situation
may and often does result in monetary savings. A formal cost reduction program .was developed around the members of a commit-
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tee composed of the assistant controller and the managers of the
three major accounting departments.
The program is segregated into two general classes of projects.
The first type is concerned with the reduction of day -to -day operating costs, such as telephone and teletype expense, office supply
costs, and labor costs, particularly overtime. The other class of cost
reduction projects may best be described as those covering major
revisions to policies or procedures. To implement the cost reduction project phase of the program, a cost reduction project form
was adopted, designed to display the following information:
Project title
6. Project proposed by
Date proposed
7. Department head approval
Project description
8. Project accepted
Recapitulation of estimated 9. Project rejected (reason
savings and proposed exfor rejection)
penditures (if any)
Approval of cost reduction
5. Detail of savings and excommittee
penditures
io.

i.
a.
3.
4.

The procedures adopted, including distribution of cost reduction
project forms, extend organizationally down to all levels of supervision within the controller's division. In cases where acceptable proposed projects require approval of the operating division, industrial
relations department, or top management, such clearance is secured
by the committee prior to placing the projects in effect. The interest
which top management has taken in the program has been manifested by letters of congratulations from the vice president and
general manager to individuals originating and submitting numerous cost reduction projects accepted and adopted.
Projects Carried Out
A few of the cost reduction projects which have been accepted
with favorable results involved the following changes:
i. Force reduction where work loads are directly related to
operating rate —in other words, if producing units are
operating, the accounting personnel works but not otherwise.
Reduction in unnecessary telephone equipment —This includes elimination of such items as extensions, busy lights,
buzzers, intercommunication units, etc.
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3. Reclassification of jobs —Where job content has substantially changed but the job rate has not, adjustment is made.
4. Force reduction in departments staffed for peak periods —
Work loads were staggered and peaks eliminated.
5. Rescheduling of personnel to work on the basis of when
work is available instead of on a regular five - day -a -week
schedule.
6. Elimination of overtime on work which is not essential.

io.

7- More extensive utilization of machine accounting methods.
8. Adoption of more efficient and economical duplicator masters.
9. Reduction in rental of equipment not essential to current
requirements.
Decrease in the number of typewriters and adding machines in departments where volume does not justify the
number in use.
II. Machine accounting paper supply conservation through
elimination of unnecessary copies of tabulations and lists.
12. Utilization of more economical paper stock for forms.
13. Elimination of teletype equipment from installations where
use is infrequent.
14. Merger of jobs performed in outlying offices with similar
work at central location.
1 5. Reduction in number of turns required to cover track
scales, effected through cooperation of transportation department in planning movements of rail shipments.
The foregoing summarization presents a general idea of the
scope of the projects which have been submitted and adopted. The
effect of these adds up to a considerable annual reduction in costs.
While the over -all savings may not be as great in total dollars as
those which may be accomplished in the operating department, they
are well worth the effort expended and demonstrated to all that the
controller's proper theme of efficient management is for home department consumption as well as for application to the operations
of other company units.

ACTION IN THE SHOP TO POINT UP SCRAP REPORTING
by GILBERT R. BOUTIN
Formerly Plant Cost Accountant, Torrington Co.,
Torrington, Conn.

The best scrap report is oflittle effect if it remains unread in the
shop or, ifread, fails of being understood or does not impress as
significant. The present paper sets forth an approach, which proved
effective in a small company, by which accounting record control
was converted into shop display and focused the attention of operating personnel on scrap performance.
some companies scrap control is a must if the company is to
INsurvive.
In other companies scrap control is essential if they are
to prosper. In all companies the control of scrap should be foremost
in the minds of, not only the factory management, but the cost accountant as well. The term scrap as used in this paper means work
spoiled in production and not residue material from manufacturing
operations. The comments presented in this article do not offer any
new or untried ideas in the control of scrap but merely illustrate an
application of procedures known to most industrial accountants.
Practically any works manager, when asked the question, "Do
you maintain a control of scrap ?," will be quick to answer, "Oh
yes, we have monthly and weekly reports telling just how much is
scrapped and what the cost is." In most instances the answer would
be given in all sincerity. As to the use of this information, many
executives would have to admit that it was employed mainly as a
"big stick" to hold over the foremen of the operating departments.
In a few companies the thought may even be that scrap is inevitable if a quality product is to be produced, based on the assumption that all work can not be perfect, a statement with which any
manager will agree. This may be true but this kind of thinking, if
carried to extremes, can have tragic results. Somewhere in between
high quality and excessive scrap and poor quality and low scrap is
a point at which production can be properly maintained and a quality product put into the sales market.
Our company is a medium -size metal fabrication plant. The main
product is manufactured from wire and, as the pieces are small,
the quantities handled daily by each employee are large. Each piece
is inexpensive and, previous to our attention to the subject, it had
971
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been the line of thinking of the employees that one or two pieces
scrapped were of little concern to the company. Through the years
the workers had been accustomed to thinking that pieces dropped
on the floor were not important, that it cost more to reclaim them
then they were worth. This led to carelessness and our scrap losses
had climbed steadily.
Factory Representative Assigned to Scrap Report Follow -Up
We found that, even though we prided ourselves in making use
of the reports emanating from our standard cost system, the scrap
increase had been so gradual month by month that it had grown to
a sizable amount before we fully realized its importance. A meeting
was held between the factory management and the cost accounting
division to discuss the problem. It was decided that the factory
would assign one individual who was familiar with the manufacturing processes to follow up the various types of reports the cost
accounting division could furnish. This presented an opportunity as
well as a challenge to the cost division.
A careful review of all the scrap reports was made and any reports which did not tell what we wanted to know at the time we
wanted to know it, were discontinued. A new series of reports was
instituted. While detailed statistics could not be eliminated entirely,
only the figures which were absolutely essential were included in
reports to the factory management. These reports were in narrative form with comments as to conditions existing in the departments, what was currently being done, what corrective action could
be taken and any other pertinent information which would help the
works manager in his review of scrap conditions. In order for the
foreman to feel that he was an integral part of the program, he was
given the opportunity to have a voice in the setting of the scrap
standard for his department. A duplicate copy of his department's
report was sent to him so that he could measure his progress.
The scrap standard was established in the following manner. For
each i,000 pieces passing through a department, it was considered
that a certain number would be scrap. This was expressed in two
ways —as a percentage and as a quantity (ten pieces per M or one
per cent). By using the percentage computation, it was a simple
matter to assign a value to each i,000 pieces passing through the
center and, through the accounting records, the cost of pieces
scrapped was ascertained to give dollar control of scrap as well as
percentage control.
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Initial Efforts to Influence Individual Operators
In the first few weeks of the program, the foremen were enthusiastic and looked forward anxiously to each report. However, as is
the case in any project of this type, the problem was to continue to
keep the flame burning. It was realized that, while the foreman was
held responsible for scrap, he took no part in actually producing it.
If the program was to be a success, the individual workman had to
be included and informed as well. Words and figures mean little
to the average factory employee but if he could see what was going
on, perhaps we could obtain the needed cooperation. This was accomplished through the use of scrap graphs, an old well - established
accounting report in some concerns. However, we used an approach
slightly different from the usual one. We realized that if competition among employees could be encouraged, interest in the scrap
control program probably could be maintained. Large scrap graphs,
18" x 24 ", were posted in each department and these showed the
weekly progress of scrap percentages. A master book of 8/" x ii"
duplicate scrap graphs (Exhibit i) was furnished the works manager, together with the total dollar loss involved. This was not done
with the feeling that success was assured. Past experience proved
that employees were by no means easily interested in reports or in
charts placed on the bulletin boards.
At this point the scrap control supervisor, who had been picked
not only for his knowledge of the manufacturing processes but for
his personality and ability to handle people, became the key figure
in the program. As he passed from department to department, he
made it a point to make continents on department results compared
to other departments in the plant. This quickly caught on and before long, departments where large scrap percentages had been
occurring were quick to cut unnecessary losses. Of course, during
this time the quality inspectors had to be very careful.
Posters and Departmental Scrap Piles

to

In order to keep interest alive, the bulletin board display effort
was accentuated. A series of posters similar to the safety department posters in common use in most plants, was developed. The
theme employed for the series was that the elimination of scrap
meant dollars, not only to the company but to the employees also,
as the plant was primarily on a piecework basis with the employee
being paid only for good work. We felt we had convince the em-
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ployees that, through the elimination of scrap, the company would
be able to produce more —thus cutting its costs and placing it in a
better competitive position —and, in addition, that each individual
would benefit. This is particularly important from the union angle.
It was, of course, difficult to overcome overnight the employees'
habits with respect to the value of single pieces. We knew we had
to prove to them the fallacy of their thinking in some enduring
way. This problem was attacked constructively and dramatically by
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accumulating one week's machine scrap and floor sweepings in each
department and arranging a display in a prominent place in the department. Signs were prepared and placed on the exhibit, such as,
"How much of this scrap did YOU make ?," "How many pieces are
there in this box?," "How many dollars are represented in this
scrap pile?".
Vanishing Scrap Variances
Our efforts were not in vain, as our scrap variances indicated
that in departments where losses had been flagrant for long periods
of time, the scrap was now normal and practically no variances
were being shown. We knew we could not rest on our first accomplishments but it was much easier now for management to control
scrap in departments immediately, when the variances began to rise
again. In other words, where the scrap problem previously was
general, it could now be localized. The cost of the over -all program
was negligible and the savings resulting were inestimable.
Appropriate Emphasis to Operating Personnel
As mentioned in the beginning and as will have been observed
from the material so far, no new ideas were used, but generally
accepted procedures were given new direction where practical. Undoubtedly the scrap difficulties of a large steel or brass mill or in
some other heavy industry, would be of a different nature, due
to the type of product, but it is felt that our program can be applied in most types of industry because it received its greatest impetus from employee participation. In short, cooperation is made
easy to obtain if the following points are stressed to the respective
employee groups:
Works managers
Foremen
Employees

Reduced costs, more profit, quality product.
Greater efficiency, more production, personal
recognition.
Greater earnings, job security through better
competitive position, recognition by other
employees.

Pride and the basic desire of people to be on a winning team will
be the final elements needed for success. As supplementary assistance, there are many types of visual aids which can be used, such
as: pamphlets describing "The Story of Scrap," contests between
departments with appropriate recognition in company publications
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or on bulletin boards, or even a movie (in companies where there
is an opportunity to show the film to the employees). Our problem
was solved with the use of the few devices which have been mentioned earlier. In all cases, the plan must be flexible and authority
must be given to those responsible to seize every opportunity to
keep the ball rolling. It is not always the most complicated program
that produces the most gratifying results. As in this case, applied
psychology may be the major part of the solution to effective scrap
control.
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Triumph Over Detail —A Review of the Work of the Cost Department
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by Chester Shan
OFFICE COST CONTROL AND REDUCTION
Survey Techniques for Simplification of Office Work
by H. G. Hansen
Statistical Quality Control —An Invitation to the Reduction of
Office Costs
by Barrett B. Klopfer
Three Approaches to the Management of Costs in the Small Office
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CONTROL OF ORGANIZATION
Basic Organization al Plan ning to Tie in with Responsibility Accounting
by Harry B. Ailman
The Nature of Managerial Control and the Place of Internal
Auditing
by Warner V. Stoughton
Publication of Plant Procedures Through Standard Practice Instructions
by Vern A. Wenke
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CompanyCafeteria Losses Will Yield to Treatment
In far too many cases, company- operated cafeteria losses are accepted
with a shrug and written off for "reasons of policy." We have no quarrel
with the policy involved if losses are, in fact, inevitable. However, we do
object to the fatalistic attitude. Ordinarily a cafeteria loss can be reduced
or eliminated while maintaining present standards or even improving them.
All that is required are appropriate analyses, conclusions based on the
analyses, and some action.
A number of useful analyses can be made. The first point of attack may
be gross profit. Percentages of potential gross profit can be compared with
actual. It is possible to find out by actual count how many sandwiches can
be made from a ham or a turkey or a can of sandwich filler. Simple arithmetic will give potential sales. The cost of the bread, the filler, and other
ingredients is readily obtained. Potential gross profit is the difference
Other prepared foods can be analyzed in the same way. Gross profit on items
bought for resale, such as sodas, milk, pastries, etc., can be figured easily
from invoices. Potential sales and related costs of all these items, based on
purchases less inventory, will give a potential gross percentage for comparison with the monthly cafeteria operating statement. If the difference is
great, the room for improvement will be apparent and more analysis may
seem worth while.
This presentation will not attempt to enumerate all of the methods of
analysis and procedural check which can be used. The particular operation
will suggest many. One small company erected a fence so that all customers
must file past a cashier. A cash register was installed to take the place
of a cash d rawer. Gross profit showed an immediate improvement. Then
the wagons which make the mid - morning and mid - afternoon rounds were
required to inventory outgoing and incoming stocks. Cash receipts for
each trip were checked against the sales as shown by inventory differences.
A further improvement was noted in gross profit. At no time was distrust
of any cafeteria employee even suggested. It was recognized that the system, and not the personnel, was at fault. The immediate results of the simple steps of controlling cash were encouraging and led to the next step.
This related to the menu offered. The original analysis of potential gross
profit by groups of items showed that the highest gross profit was made on
food prepared in the cafeteria. It was logical then to decide that a greater
effort should be made to encourage the sale of this type of food. The size
of the company and proximity to restaurants prevented an immediate attempt
to furnish full - course dinners. However, a step in that direction was taken
by preparing at least one ho t dish each day. Universal approval of the
varied menu was reflected at once in increased sales.
Approval for purchasing a small amount of additional equipment was
obtain ed with the help o f the analyses because they indicated where such
purchases would do most good. The figures were also useful in successfully
concluding a long struggle to expand th e cafeteria floor space. A slight
rearrangement of equipment and some fresh paint transformed the physical
aspect of the cafeteria into a pleasant, inviting meeting place for all at noon-
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time. A further increase in sales was apparent and many favorable comments were heard throughout the shop and offices.
Each step so far described has logically followed the pattern provided by
the analyses of gross profit from operations. The discrepancy between
potential and actual gross profit diminished rapidly. There was still work
to be done in this direction, but other figures captured the attention of those
who were interested in the problem. The cost o f paper cups and plates,
wooden spoons, and other disposable items stood out in an analysis of purchases. It became apparent that use of china and silver utensils would result
in a saving in purchases but would bring up the problem of dishwashing.
However, the qualms about this proved baseless, as the dishwashing job was
absorbed easily and without complaint by the cafeteria employees.
Cost of cream for coffee seemed high, but what could be done about that
necessary ingredient? This remained a puzzle until it was noticed that cream
was splashed lavishly into coffee cups. The simple method of filling
small bottle "jiggers" with cream was tried. Each customer was allowed
to help himself. He co uld take two o r three if he wished, but practically
all were satisfied with one jigger of cream. The savings in cost of cream
amounted to a substantial item each month.
The above illustrations are cited as examples of what can be done. Practically every item purchased was susceptible of scrutiny and analysis for
possible similar benefits. In addition, the process of reducing cafeteria losses
in this particular company had far - reaching results not contemplated at the
time the analyses were started. It resulted in better and more varied food for
the employees. The cafeteria became a more attractive place to eat. The
effect on personnel relations and employee morale was certainly beneficial.
Nor was the job difficult. For accountants, the analysis of costs is routine.
The application of conclusions drawn is but one further step. Any company
can obtain like results, but it must be remembered that the project is not a
'one -shot' application. It requires follow -up and follow - through. Any
effort made in this direction will prove very much worth while.
Contributed by WALTER HARRISON,Hartford Chapter

A STANDARD COST SYSTEM FOR THE MATCH INDUSTRY
by E. W. JACKELS
Director of Factory Accounting, Universal Match Corp.,
St. Louis, Mo.

A broadly based industry study and the particulars of a standard
cost system devised and administered with the needs of management for information kept clearly in mind are afforded by this
article. The reports submitted to top management, whether in
graph or figure form, are characterized by extreme simplicity.
Greater detail, as described, is submitted for the guidance of production management.
costs have become an effective "tool of manageSTANDARD
ment" in our company. This article describes a standard cost
system which has been developed in our business over the past
three or four years. After a look at certain features of the match
industry, we will attempt to cover the type of information and
statements presented to the various levels of management, the
method of preparing these statements, and the necessary record
keeping or bookkeeping to make these statements possible. This
order of treatment is adopted for its recognition of the prime importance of reports to the managerial group and the secondary
importance of mechanics of the system.
We operate several match factories in scattered locations. In
each case, book match manufacture is carried on in locations
separate from the wood stick match manufacture. Because of
the variety of printing, book match manufacturing presents the
more interesting picture of standard cost development.

Merchandising of Matches
Book matches —From the merchandising standpoint, there are
three classes of book matches, known in the trade as "resales,"
"special reproductions," and "imprints." The resale book match
is handled as a commodity which is sold to jobbers and which they,
in turn, resell, principally to retailers of tobacco products. The
advertising contained on these matches is paid for by some national
advertiser and this is a source of income to the match industry in
addition to the price charged for the matches. The manufacture of
this type of match is characterized by long production runs and a
979
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relatively high inventory of finished goods, which is warehoused in
many cities throughout the country.
The next type, the special reproductions, are made on contract
for an individual advertiser, and the matches are delivered directly
to him. This part of our business has the aspect of a "job order"
business, although we do no job order accounting. Production of
these books is characterized by shorter runs and relatively smaller
stocks of finished goods.
The third type of book match, referred to above as imprints,
are sometimes called dealer economics. For this portion of the
business, the match covers are printed in advance in rather large
quantities, carrying the advertising of some manufacturer of merchandise having a wide distribution through dealers. Orders for
these matches are then taken, either through our own sales force
or through the advertiser's sales force for matches to be delivered
in rather small quantities to his dealers. When the dealer's order is
received, additional imprinting of the dealer's name and address
is made on the match covers, and they are then assembled into
match books. This type of business is characterized by very long
runs for the first printing and by very short runs for the second
printing. Of finished stock there is practically none, but there is a
very heavy inventory of work in process, which consists of printed
covers on which the dealer's name has not yet been imprinted.
In addition to the three classes of book match business, the
matches come in three sizes: the "regular" size which contains
twenty matches, the "billboard" or double size which contains forty
matches, and the "ten- strike" or half regular size. Fortunately
for the accounting staff, there is, in most of our manufacturing
operations, a definite 1-2-4 relation between the cost of making the
three sizes.
Further variety is provided by foil match covers, acetate (more
commonly called cellophane) laminated covers, thermographic
printing, and various types of special packing. The special packing
offers quite a variety of complications. A great deal of it is subcontracted.
Wood stick matches—This type of match is sold through grocery, drug, candy, and tobacco jobbers. The only deviation from
a straight -line production process is the matter of private labels
which are supplied for jobbers requesting them, provided that they
buy a certain size order. The stick matches can be divided into
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three classes: large "strike anywhere" matches (sometimes called
"kitchen matches "), "safety" or "strike -on -box" matches, and a
type called "naught" size, which is the same size as the safety
match but will strike anywhere.
Raw Materials and Manufacturing Method —Book Matches
The principal raw materials required for the book matches are
three types of paper board: for the covers, for the matches, and
for boxes. Other important materials, used in the match heads,
are glue, paraffine, potassium chlorate, ground glass, and fine
silica. The striking surface is composed principally of amorphous
phosphorus, ground glass, glue, and carbon black. Contrary to
popular conception, sulphur is not a large ingredient, although
small quantities are necessary in the match heads.
A look at a book of matches will confirm that it consists of a
printed paper cover on which a striking surface has been provided, two rows of matches made of heavy paper board, and a
wire staple which holds the book together. (If t he matches are
purchased in a store, it will be noticed that they come in a small
paper box, which the storekeeper has removed from a corrugated
paper shipping case.) The cover was printed and the striking surface applied before the paper was cut up into match book size.
Some covers are printed in "flat bed" presses in sheets of ten,
twenty, or forty covers. Others are printed on rotary presses or
webb feed presses, either of which prints a continuous strip of
paper. The "friction" or striking surface was applied in liquid
form and dried under controlled conditions of relative humidity
and temperature.
Production of the match sticks is entirely automatic. The heavy
paper board is fed from rolls into a punch press which die cuts
the paper into "combs" or strips of match sticks the width of
ten regular size books. These strips are picked up on a conveyor
chain and dipped first in paraffine and then in the head composition
mix. From the dipping, the comb of matches starts a lengthy journey back and forth through the drying chamber. At the end of the
conveyor route, the strips of matches drop off on an inspection
table from which they are packed into cases for storage.
The assembly department draws match covers from the "cover
storage" room and matches from "strip storage" for assembly
into finished books. The rolls or sheets of covers and the strips
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of matches are fed into automatic matches which cut them to book
size, fold the cover around the match strip, insert the wire staple,
and feed the books onto packing tables. From here they are packed
into small boxes and the boxes into shipping cases which are placed
on a conveyor to carry them to the shipping department for sealing,
marking, and shipment.
Materialsand Processes: Wood Stick Matches
For the wood stick match, the principal raw material is lumber
for the sticks, which are made of carefully selected Idaho white
pine. The other materials for the match heads are about the same
as those used in the book matches, with sesquisulphide of phosphorus another important material required in the "strike anywhere" matches.
An inspection of a box of wood stick matches will show that it
consists of a paper tray full of matches, a "keeper," which is the
strip of paper board across the top of the matches in the tray, and
the outer part of the box, which is called the "slide." On one side
of the slide is a friction strip. On the strike anywhere matches,
this friction is merely sand and glue but on the safety box it is an
abrasive material with amorphous phosphorus as the active agent.
Boxes of the large size matches are generally wrapped in packages
of six, and packed twenty -four packages (or 144 boxes) in a case.
Safety matches are generally wrapped in packages of six, with 1 2 0
packages to a shipping case.
The wood match is likewise made on automatic machines.
Blocks of pine, 2x 1/64 inches wide and 2 %6 inches thick, are fed
into a "chopper," which splits the block into match sticks and
forces the end of each stick into a hole in a small steel plate. These
plates, hooked together, form the conveyor chain which carries the
sticks through the various dipping processes and on a long drying
journey. At the end of the conveyor cycle, the matches enter the
"filling" machine, which fills the tray and closes the slide, then
to the wrapping machine which wraps several boxes of matches
into a package. The packages are hand - packed into shipping cases
and sent on a conveyor to the shipping department. In addition
to the wood match making, the slides and paper must be printed
and formed, the trays made, and the striking surface applied to the
slide.
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A Glimpse at the Cost Problems —Book Match Printing
The book match printing is the only operation which is exceedingly complicated from a cost standpoint. Various types of presses
are used. Some of these presses print one color, while others print
as many as five colors at one operation. Each type of press has a
different setup time and a different speed of operation. Each of
the various types of presses is used because it is most suitable for
a certain kind of printing, but it is often the case that the press
which is most suitable for a given job is tied up with other work,
and the job is therefore done on the next best press.
Two types of printing standards are necessary. One is the product standard and the other is the press standard. The product
standard is based upon the average number of colors and the average length of run for each product. The press standard is based
upon the allowed setup time and running speed of the particular
press. It is possible to break the printing variance into three parts.
One part
that due to labor rate and the remainder of the total
variance can be divided between press efficiency variance and what
we have called job difficulty variance.. This job difficulty variation
is due to the individual job having more colors or shorter runs
than the average contemplated when the product standard was set.
Standard Costs to Serve Two Chief Objectives
There are many reasons for having a cost system. In designing
our system, we had two important objectives in mind, i.e., to reveal
the product cost and to control the factory expense. As to the
first, it is difficult to visualize any large industry which might
operate satisfactorily without a thorough knowledge of the cost of
each product. There must be a relation of selling price to cost for
selling prices are, in the final analysis, based upon cost. (If yo ur
company is not the leader in the industry, the selling price may be
based on that of the leading competitor and hence, indirectly at
least, on his costs.) The product cost is necessary also if we are to
prepare a product profit and loss statement. Actual cost systems
will, no doubt, reveal product cost, but generally at a much greater
clerical expense and without producing the other information which
results as a by- product of standard costs.
It should be pointed out somewhat parenthetically that there
are grave dangers in the preparation of product profit and loss
statements if they are not intelligently used by management. In
preparing such a statement, it often happens that, after the dis-
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tribution of administrative overhead, some products show a loss.
This might lead to the dropping of these products when, as a
matter of fact, they may have made substantial contribution toward
the absorption of overhead.
With respect to the second objective, the control of costs is perhaps the most important function of the cost system. Again, if the
company is not the leader in setting selling prices, the only way to
improve the relative profit situation is through lower cost. It is in
this field of cost control that standard costs show to best advantage. Through standards we have been able to develop information not available under any so- called actual cost system.
Use of Attainable Standards
The basis of our cost system is quite simple, in keeping with the
concept underlying standard costs. We decide at the beginning
of each year what we think our product costs should be. This figure represents a reasonable level under good management. In
other words, if we should attain this predetermined cost, it would
signify that our management had done an excellent but not impossible job. The cost accounting is then devoted to analyzing the
reasons for departures from this predetermined cost. The system
doubtless is properly classified as a current or attainable standard
cost system.
In operation of the system, each factory is charged with all costs
of plant operations and is then given credit for its production at
standard cost, that is, the total units produced multiplied by the
predetermined costs for each item. The difference between the
costs charged and the credit for production represents the total
variance for the factory. A complete analysis of this variance
would reveal every point of departure from standard. Of course,
we do not wait to find out what the over -all variance is and then
proceed to analyze it. We have a system set up by which variances are analyzed currently and the information assembled, so
that by the end of the month we have the over -all variance for each
plant and an analysis in as great a detail as appears practical.
Cost Reports for Corporation Management
The upper levels of management, such as the president and vice
presidents, are principally interested in the unit cost of our products and in the effect of the sales volume on cost. Exhibit i portrays our unit cost report in which we reveal the actual unit cost of
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each important product alongside of the standard or budgeted cost
of the product. The report shows the unit cost of each major item
of raw material, direct labor as one item, and three classifications
of overhead. The page groupings of products bring together those
composed of similar raw materials. As apparent in the form of
the statement, the various items of expense are listed down the
left -hand column, with the unit cost opposite across the page in
columns for each product. The raw material itemization is given
in considerable detail. This is of interest to our management because they keep in mind the market prices and availability of our
important raw materials. From this statement, then, they are able
to follow the product's unit costs and to compare them with the
standard or budgeted cost.
In addition, in order that the management can visualize the
trend of costs, we prepare a simple chart on which we plot, by
months, the percentage of variations from standard. A separate
trend line is drawn for each of the three major cost elements: raw
material, labor, and overhead. Further, so that management may
know the reasons for departures from standard, without being
burdened with detail, we present the individuals in this group with
the following information:
Co s t o f op erat i n g fact o ries .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .
Standard value of go o d s p ro du ced . . . . .. . . . .. . . .

$
$

Cost in excess of standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$

Details of cost in excess of standard
Raw material usage in excess of standard quality
Raw material prices in excess of standard......
Labor costs above standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Overhead expense in excess of flexible budget..
Productive capacity not used . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$
$
$
$
$

Total cost in excess of standard ..........

$

A statement like this dramatizes the number of dollars of potential profit which have escaped us because we have failed to meet
our standards or stay within our budget. It might be explained
that the term "productive capacity not used" refers to a departure
from our budgeted production and has nothing to do with the expense of carrying idle plants or idle equipment.
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Statements for Production Management
The Production Cost Statement, Exhibit z, is prepared for each
factory. It is our primary tool of cost control and it is of greatest
use to our supervisor of all production, whom we call the production manager, and to the managers of the various factories. This
statement shows no unit cost, but it shows the actual prime expense, the standard prime value of goods produced (the production credit referred to earlier and treated in more detail later in
the article), and the difference between these two, i.e., the over -all
material and labor variance. The variance is further broken down
as between price or rate variances and use or efficiency variances.
The percentage value assigned to each variance makes it possible
to compare the variances of one accounting period with another.
Also shown, to complete the picture, is the actual overhead compared with the flexible budget allowance. In o ne corner of the
page we analyze the "unabsorbed" overhead between the activity
variance and the spending variance. Again, the basis of this determination is further treated on a subsequent page of this paper.
Some of the other statements prepared for factory management
are: a weekly engineering report, which shows the efficiency of
various machines, a materials used report which shows the quantity
per unit (more understandable than a percentage variation in certain instances), and a labor efficiency report by machines and by
operators.
Bases of Setting Standards
As announced at the start, the description of reports issued has
been placed ahead of more detailed description of the cost system,
its bases and mechanics of operation. We now turn to this side of
the story. It is appropriate first to give some consideration to the
type of standard which we are using. Much has been said about
the value of "measure" standards as opposed to "ideal" standards,
but we are using something still different which has been called
"budgeted" standards. At the beginning of each year, we set
standards based on what would be considered satisfactory performance for the coming year. These standards are not changed
during the year, although we would change them if a new formula
were introduced or a new manufacturing method installed.
Material quantity standards are based on our manufacturing
formula plus a waste allowance. This is relatively easy because
we have a record of ten or twelve years' experience with which to
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compare the formulated standard. Material price standards are
based on a market forecast by the purchasing department.
Labor rate standards are based on the current union contract
modified by a personnel department forecast of any changes which
might be made in contracts which will expire during the year. In
this connection, we prepare a manning table based on what we consider the normal plant capacity. By extending the various jobs or
positions shown on the manning table at the expected hourly rate,
we arrive at the standard hourly rate for each type of direct labor
activity. (A variation from this hourly rate gives us our labor rate
variation.)
Labor quantity standards present the greatest difficulty. In
some departments, the labor quantity or productivity is tied to the
speed of a machine or a group of machines. Extreme difficulty
is not present in all cases. If the machines require no setup time,
the problem is merely one of computing the productive rate of the
machine and then allowing for time down for maintenance, operator relief, etc. In our organization the machines which make the
matches, themselves, operate continuously (short of mechanical
breakdowns) through two eight -hour shifts. Machines which assemble the matches and the covers together into the match book
require a relatively short amount of setup time. Hence the problem of budgeting the productivity of these two departments is not
too complicated.
It is in our printing department, as indicated earlier, that we
meet a full range of difficulties. We operate various types of
presses, each with a different running speed and each requiring a
different setup time. The length of run varies from twenty -five
hundred units up to a million or so. The number of colors printed
may vary from one to five and, while in some cases all five colors
may be printed on one press run, there are other cases where two
or three runs must be made to print the required number of colors.
As a final complication, we often find that a particular job cannot
be done on the equipment best suited to it but, because of uneven
machine loading, must be done on some less suitable equipment.
Our engineering personnel have made several years' study of these
problems and have provided a setup time and a running time for
each type of press and for each type of job which can be run on
these various presses.
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Flexible Factory Overhead Budgets
Our flexible budget of manufacturing expenses follows the
usual procedure which has been so well explained by William C.
Wickenden in his article appearing in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin of
March 1, 1949. We follow quite closely the methods which he describes and we have been fairly successful in establishing the fixed
portion of semifixed expenses through the use of scatter graphs.
Characteristics of Factory Ledgers
Each factory maintains a very simple factory ledger. This
ledger contains accounts for raw materials, labor (both direct and
indirect), overhead expenses, work in process, and material price
variances and labor rate variances. Finished goods are not carried
in the factory ledger and the raw material inventories are combined with the purchase accounts. We have no monthly ledger
closing and we have no overhead distribution to departments. In
fact, we regard the ledger merely as a place to record debits
to manufacturing expense. At any time, the total of the factory
control account, minus the raw material and work in process inventories, represents the factory costs for the year to date.
Developing Standard Cost of Month's Production
The first step in our statement preparation is the completion of
the Production Credit Work Paper, Exhibit 3 (it gives us "Standard Cost of Goods Produced" for Exhibit 2 — although the sample
figures have not been related for this purpose). This work paper
is a tool to determine the standard value of the actual production,
detailed by the expense components. A time - saving feature of this
determination, in our book match factories, is separate calculation
of basic and extra production costs. As will be seen in Exhibit 3, the first column represents the standard cost of the basic
product (in this case, the resale match). The other columns show
the extra standard cost of producing the various types of matches
other than the basic product.
The standard costs in the first column are multiplied by the total
production of all types of book matches. The standards in the
succeeding columns are multiplied by the production of the various
special types. One match order may take on several special characteristics. Therefore, the same units may appear in several of
the "extra cost" columns. Since these represent only the extra
cost of the special types, the sheet, when cross - footed and totalled,
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represents the production credit for all of the various types of
matches produced. This setup materially reduces the number of
columns required to cover all of a related line of products. Hectograph copies of the form are prepared in advance for each month
of the year. As soon as the production for the month has been
determined, the form can be completed and the totals can be transferred to the production credit column of the production cost statement.
The second step in our statement preparation is the completion of
the Flexible Budget Work Paper, Exhibit 4. This paper also can
be prepared as soon as the monthly production is known. Through
it we determine the flexible budget allowance for the actual level
of production attained during the month. We use, as an index of
activity, the production credit for direct labor taken from the production credit work paper (Exhibit 3), that is, the standard direct
labor cost per unit times the actual number of units produced. The
budget allowance developed is then transferred to the flexible
budget column of the production cost statement shown as Exhibit
2, thus completing the allowed costs on the latter in advance of
completion of the month's entries in the factory ledger.
Completion of Month's Actual Costs

We next turn our sights on the actual expense column of Exhibit 2. As soon as all entries are in the ledger, the factory ledger
work paper is prepared. This paper (not illustrated) has the columnar headings used by most accountants in preparing work
papers. The first two columns are "trial balance," the next two
"adjustments," the next one "inventories," then two columns each
for "expenses —year to date," "expenses— previous month," and
"expenses— current month."
After the trial balance figures are written in, the inventory of
raw materials at standard price is entered in the inventory column
opposite the appropriate raw material account. We then proceed
to inventory part of the price variance account. This is done by
computing the percentage relationship between the price variance
and the material at standard and applying this percentage to the
inventory at standard. The result of this calculation is then
entered as a plus or minus amount as the case may be in the inventory column opposite the price variance accounts.
Work in process is broken down into its component cost accounts
and credited to the various items through the adjustment columns.
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The offsetting entry is the work in process account to be carried
to the balance sheet. From this point the completion of the work
paper is entirely mechanical. The information shown is in much
greater detail than required for the production cost statement and
it is necessary to group the various expenses to be carried to the
cost statement.
The production cost statement is then completed. The price
variance amounts are brought from the factory ledger work paper
and entered on the appropriate lines. The total variance is then
calculated and the price variance removed to leave the use or
efficiency variance. The percentage analysis of the variances is,
perhaps, one of the most important set forth on the statement
because these percentages provide a basis for comparing one
month or one accounting period with another.
All of the work so far described is developed in the local factory
office. The factory is furnished with printed forms for all of the
statements. The accounting staff then makes up pencil copies
which, together with the factory manager's rough outline of comments, are sent to the company's central office where hectograph
copies of the statements and the finished comments are prepared.
The figures are not usually released from the central office until
about the tenth of the month but the factory manager has already
seen those prepared in the factory about the seventh of each month.
Results Demonstrated
Through our system, top management knows the cost of each
major product at each of the various factories and is given a good
idea of the effect of volume on cost. The production supervisor
knows, for each factory, how close he is to standard, what items of
expense are "off" standard, and whether or not the excess is due
to price or rate on one hand, or use or efficiency on the other. He
also knows whether or not the overhead is being kept within the
flexible budget. The factory superintendent has all of the above
information together with a much greater detail of expense items
as revealed by the factory ledger work paper. He is also furnished
with other detailed reports, expressed in quantities or hours, which
enable him to track down substandard performances to the department or machine which is responsible.
All of this is accomplished with a minimum of clerical time because we have by- passed much of the usual bookkeeping and departmental distributions.

DEVELOPING AND USING ADEQUATE COST DATA FOR
THE TRUST DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS OF A BANK
by WALTER H. ROCK
Certified Public Accountant,
Richmond, Va.

A bank's trust department offers many services, from estate administration to relatively casual counsel on financial matters, a situation which renders cost finding for the purpose of setting a scale of
customer charges a difficult matter. The present paper takes a
methodical and comprehensive approach to the subject, noting first
the manifold uses of worth -while cost information and proceeding
to an analysis of trust department operations and employee activities and, finally, to the determination of routine and special service
costs and the profits earned on individual accounts.
profit may be reasonable in amount and still not be
A BANK'S
a fair profit if it is earned wholly from one or two classes of
services and used partly to underwrite losses sustained in furnishing other services. The large depositor should not be made to bear
expenses applicable to the servicing of smaller accounts, nor should
savings department profits be required to finance losses of the commercial banking department or vice versa. Neither should a bank be
expected to continue the operation of its trust department on an
unprofitable basis.

Reasons for Unprofitable Trust Departments
Sometimes trust department operations are unprofitable because
state laws prohibit the charging of adequate fees. In some instances
adequate fees cannot be charged because competition is keen or because trust department customers, who are also valuable customers
of other departments of the bank, might take all of their business
elsewhere if fees were increased. However, in many cases, it has
been found that trust department operations have been unprofitable
because bank management did not know the cost of the services it
rendered and, therefore, found it impossible to control costs properly or devise an adequate method of charging customers for its
services. As a result, it has often been found that profitable operations were being hampered in two ways, i.e., costs were unneces995
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sarily high and customers were not being charged for some services
while charges for other services were inadequate.
The above statements are not meant to be a criticism of bank
management. Trust departments furnish many services to their
customers, including tax, investment, and business management
counsel, and it is extremely difficult to determine the actual cost of
each of these services without the aid of a good cost accounting
system. Bank management, being so close to the problem, finds it
difficult to handle such an assignment objectively. The peculiar
qualifications of the cost accountant for this work have become increasingly evident and batiks are depending more and more on them
to furnish the cost data which is the key to more efficient and
profitable operations.
Uses of Adequate Cost Data
Cost data, when carefully prepared and properly employed, can
have many uses of the utmost importance to a trust department.
Some of these uses are listed below in terms of general and more
particular uses, as indicated:
i. Cost information can bring to light facts that have not
previously been known and can set them forth clearly so
that management can act upon them. These may include —
a. Duplicated or unnecessary services.
b. Weaknesses conducive to errors or theft.
c. Overlapping duties and authorities.
d. Failures to properly care for customers' interests.
2.

Cost facts can provide the means for detailed studies of
operating methods and procedures and for continued control of them. Advantages to be gained from such studies
include the following—
a. Inefficiencies and extravagant expenditures can be
spotted.
b. Daily work loads of employees can be studied. Rush
periods can be eliminated or made less burdensome.
Overmanned departments can be reduced in personnel.
c. Efficiencies of employees can be compared and individual inefficiencies overcome.
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d. Work assignments to employees can be made more
equitably, resulting in better employee relations.
e. Physical arrangements of offices may be improved to
facilitate reference to records and to permit a
smoother and more efficient flow of work.
f. More detailed knowledge of operations makes it
possible to secure employees whose training and temperament fit the requirements of each operation more
closely. Hiring of unsuitable employees can be minimized.
g. Mechanized bookkeeping methods may be used to
greater advantage.
h. Duplicate or overlapping records may be combined or
several loosely controlled sources of information may
be merged into a complete record which can be more
easily maintained and controlled.
i. Comparisons of detailed costs and operating results
of different periods may be made to determine
trends, relaxation of standards, etc.
Information related to cost data and to studies which have
been mentioned, can aid in the preparation of a procedures
manual in which each operation of the trust department
can be fully outlined and detailed instructions given for its
execution. This manual has the following advantages —
a. Procedures are standardized throughout the department at the highest level of efficiency.
b. New employees can follow the written procedure instructions with less chance of errors and lost time.
Inconvenience from loss of employees is minimized.
c. The handling of unusual or difficult problems can be
recorded in the manual and referred to thereafter,
thus reducing errors and lost time spent in deciding
how they should be handled when they occur again.
d. Dependence on key personnel for routine decisions is
reduced.
4. The cost studies made can be used as a basis for the preparation of a trust department budget. This budget can be
a most effective tool in—
a. Controlling expenditures.
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b. Measuring the operating efficiency of the entire department.
c. Coordinating trust department activities with those of
the bank as a whole.
5. Fees charged for services rendered can be set at levels
which are commensurate with the cost of such services.
In this connection, fee adjustments can be used (as they
have been in many industrial and commercial businesses)
as part of a program in which —
a. Unprofitable services ( i ) are eliminated, (a) less
promotional emphasis is placed upon them, (3) efforts to reduce their cost are intensified and /or (4)
charges for them are increased.
b. Profitable services and those with high break -even
points are promoted more strongly, with or without
fee adjustments.
6. Adequate cost accounting data helps other phases of trust
department work to function more easily. For instance, internal audit functions which might otherwise necessarily
include extensive tests and controls of trust department
transactions, can, in most instances, be confined largely to
checking cost control summaries and procedures and making only limited tests of operations. Also, services to customers are recorded so that there is less chance of their
being overlooked and the revenue from them lost.
An Adequate Cost System Need Not Be Expensive
At this point, it might appear that compilation of all the necessary information needed to obtain the above advantages would be
a very costly operation. It need not be so. In the first place, the
best cost system in any case will be the simplest one, furnishing
only such information as is necessary. It is important to distinguish between essential and unessential data. If there is any doubt
as to whether certain data proposed to be accumulated will be
worth while, no action should be taken until its need is definitely
proven.
The degree of accuracy required should also be considered.
Many cost systems are made expensive because a great deal of time
and effort is spent in trying to get costs correct to the last decimal.
This is unnecessary in most cases. Reasonableness is the test.
Careful consideration should be given to the degree of accuracy
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required to provide satisfactory results in each case. Once the
proper degree is decided upon, no time and effort should be wasted
in recording, proving, balancing, or allocating costs beyond that
point.
Also, it will usually be found that a great deal of the information
needed for cost control is already being accumulated for other purposes. With a small amount of revision and coordination, existing
records can often be implemented, strengthened, and pieced together to furnish most of the data needed. If routine record
gathering is held to
minimum and if tests, time studies, and
analyses are used wherever possible for the determination of costs,
an adequate cost system — complete with procedures manual and a
current, flexible budget —will usually require the full time of only
one person. Under favorable circumstances, existing personnel
should be able to do the necessary work.
In medium or large trust departments it is usually advisable to
have one well - qualified person devote his full time to this work and
be directly responsible for it. This person can, if he is not burdened
with too many details and the preparation of unnecessary statistics,
devote a substantial portion of his time to the study of the department's procedures and to the making of time studies.
First Step: Analysis of Operations
With the foregoing material as preface, we are in a position now
to go forward with the exposition of our central subject, cost
analysis, control, and —if practicable --cost reduction for trust department services. To do this, it is first necessary to give at least
a reasonably complete picture of these services. Such a picture, together with an indication of operations involved in one instance, is
offered below:
i . Safekeeping and /or custody.
a. Collecting dividends and bond interest.
b. Safekeeping of securities.
2. Escrow.
a. As "stakeholder" for two or more parties.
b. As agent to insure performance of a contract.
3. Administration of estates.
4. Trust management.
5. Management of securities, real estate, and other investments.
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6. Services to corporations —
a. As registrar and transfer agents.
b. As paying agent for dividends, interest, etc.
c. As trustee under a bond issue or a sinking fund.
Each operation required to perform each of the above services
should be analyzed so that a complete picture of every step in each
operation can be obtained. For instance, the safekeeping division
may: (i) receive bonds, (z) collect bond interest, and (3) redeem
matured bonds. The first of these would involve the following
steps :
a. Examination of the bond.
b. Issuance of a receipt.
c. Preparation of a vault deposit slip.
d. Preparation of coupon and principal maturity
ticklers.
e. Preparation of journal entry recording the transaction.
f. Placing of bond in vault.
g. Posting the journal entry to a ledger sheet.
h. Filing a copy of the receipt.
Detailed analyses of operations can, by drawing a clear, understandable picture, point the way to many operating economies
which could not be discovered in any other way. The use of charts
or graphs will often prove helpful. For instance, a detailed analysis
of the steps (listed above) taken in receiving a bond may reveal
that steps (a) through (e) above are being handled by several
different persons and involve delays as well as the transportation
of files for as much as a hundred feet, or more. Perhaps, if the
operations were properly arranged, a security clerk or a department
head through his secretary might, upon examination of the security,
prepare all the necessary forms listed in steps (b) through (e)
simultaneously at one location.
Detailed Information on Employee Activities
Another early step to be taken in connection with the installation
of a cost accounting system for a trust department is the preparation of an organization chart showing clearly the lines of authority
and responsibility within the department and their relation to the
bank as a whole. A summary may be made in chart form along
the lines of Exhibit r.
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The work of each employee should be thoroughly analyzed and
catalogued on an individual card, showing his detailed operations
and the time required to perform them, together with the time of
day or days of the month the operations are performed. After this
is done, the work performed by each employee should be compared with the job classification under which the employee was
hired to see if he is properly classified and if his pay is commensurate with his duties. The employee's rate of pay and brief
comments as to his age, experience, and education should also be
shown on his card.
At this point a very helpful recapitulation can be made of employees' rush and slack periods. For instance—
Days of Month
Activity of secretaries to—
Vice president and trust officer
Assistant trust officer
Assistant trust officer
Real estate operations

1

2

N
N
I
R

N
N
I
R

3 —29
N
N
N
R

30

I

I

R

R

N
I

N
I

From the above it can be seen that one secretary may be rushed
(R) at times when the others have only a normal day's work (N)
or are almost completely idle (I). Where this condition is found,
part of one employee's work (usually copying, dictaphone, or other
routine work) may be shifted according to a predetermined plan
to another employee on certain days. Such procedures, if not taken
to extremes that will cause errors, ill will, or division of responsibility, may result in a substantial saving in overtime payments and
possibly in a decrease in the number of employees required.
Other advantages to be gained from analyses of each employee's
duties include the following:
i. Each job can be made the responsibility of one individual.
2. Routine ditties can be transferred from more highly paid
employees to those in lower salary brackets, leaving the
former free to do more constructive work.
3. Employees' duties can be simplified or made more self sufficient. Dependence of some employees on others to pass
work along to them and idle periods resulting therefrom
can be minimized.
4. The realignment of work loads as personnel or the volume
of work changes, or as additional services are performed,
etc., is facilitated.
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5. The training of personnel for advancement can be made
more effective.
Functional Analysis of Trust Department Income and Expense
In getting at the relevant financial facts on a department -wide
basis with a functional breakdown, an analysis of income should be
made for a substantial period of time, usually the preceding twleve
months. Charges for each type of routine service should be listed
separately and those for special services should be described fully.
The bases on which fees are charged and the volume of production
for the period under review should also be determined. (Usually
production information is not readily obtainable and can only be
estimated by piecing together time studies, activity schedules from
which certain charges are made, analyses of hours worked by
employees as determined by examination of payroll records, and
any other available data).
Expenses should be analyzed for the same period. The first step
would be to prepare a schedule of them in their natural expense
classifications, such as salaries, telephone and telegraph, stationery,
depreciation, and repairs and maintenance. The analyses should
contain an explanation of each type of item comprising each expense so that it can be given three -way classification as (i) normal
or extraordinary and /or nonrecurring, ( 2 ) controllable or not controllable by the trust department, and (3) fixed or variable in
relation to the volume of operations. Responsibility for the control of each controllable expense should be placed upon one individual wherever possible. Expenses not controllable by the trust
department, such as general bank overhead, should be the responsibility of the head of the department who is in the best position
to see that the trust department's interests are protected.
Another use of these analyses is to allocate all expenses to the
individual operations. This is particularly important as to salaries.
Each employee's time should be definitely applied to one or more
operations. Time spent by department and subdepartment heads
and their secretaries on general supervision should be apportioned
to individual operations on the basis of man hours spent by employees on the operation, or some other equitable basis. As great a
portion as possible of supervision time should be charged direct
to the individual operations, according to the time spent on them.
The information derived from the analyses of income and expense, correlated as far as can be with analyses of operations and
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employee activities, should be used to prepare operating statements
for the period under review. These statements would vary with
the size of the individual trust department and the number of
services it renders but would usually be prepared in at least two
difpierent forms with such detailed supporting schedules and combinations of the two statements as might be required.
One of these forms of trust department profit and loss statement
is shown in Exhibit 2. This form of statement might well be
extremely useful to top management personnel in preparing its
over -all budget for bank operations and for determination of the
proper amount of emphasis to be placed on trust department promotion. Assuming, for instance, that the above figures are representative of its operations, a bank might decide that its fixed expenses were high in relation to income. It might then very actively
promote its trust department because the handling of a substantially greater volume of business might result in much larger fees
and only slightly increased costs. However, if prospects for greater volume were not too good it might consider the merging of sub departments or other economy moves to reduce fixed expenses.
The second type of profit and loss statement referred to might
be prepared as follows:

Total

Trusts
and
Custody Escrow estates

Corporate
service

Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100,000 $10,000 $5,000 $75,000 $10,000

$

$

$

4,600 $1,600 $61,200
100
300
1,600

$

Total salaries .... 75,000
3,000
S t at i o n ery . . . . . . . . . . .
Repairs and mainte2,000
nance . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,000
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General bank overhead 8,000
Total expense ... 91,000

$

Expense
Salaries
Department head ... $ 10,000 $ 500 $ 200 $ 8,300 $ 1,000
200
200 11,400
Assistant heads..... 12,000
200
400
600
Subdepartment head 5,000
3,400
600
100
Bookkeeping . . . . . . 8,000
300
6,600
1,000
5,000
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000
500 31,500
3,000
7,600
1,000

400
1,200
100
300
200
800
1,000 1,000
1,000
5,500
1,000
500
7,200 $3,300 $70,300 $10,200

Net profit (loss) for
year . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9,000 $ 2,800 $1,700

$4,700 $ (200)
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This statement would be very helpful to management in planning
long -range trust department policies. It would also be useful in
the control of expenses and for comparison of the results of each
service rendered with results of other periods to detect trends,
the results of sales promotion, or for numerous other purposes.
The amounts shown are, of course, purely hypothetical. Assuming
for our present purposes that they are actual operating results,
there are several decisions which management could make from
them. Some of these are worthy of comment.
Custody and escrow services have been very profitable, the net
profit from these sources being 28 per cent to 34 per cent, respectively. If these services had not previously been widely advertised
or promoted, additional effort in this direction might prove highly
beneficial. Perhaps a slight reduction in service rates, bringing
them below those of other banks, might substantially increase the
volume of this business and increase the department's net profits.
On the other hand, the volume of these services may have been
dropping in the past several years because the service rates charged
were too high. In order to avoid further decreases and the possible
loss of valuable customers, it might be advisable to reduce service
rates as a defensive measure.
Corporate services are being furnished at a loss. Perhaps this
type of service has not received the proper promotion or volume
has decreased without a corresponding reduction in overhead. If
service rates are lower than those of other banks, an increase
might not result in the loss of business. If rates cannot be increased, perhaps the service should be abandoned. Or perhaps it
is at present performed for some of the bank's large —and profitable— depositors and rates cannot be increased for fear of losing
their deposits. If the latter is true, the trust department should at
least keep top management informed as to this condition so that
its failure to make profits on corporate services is fully understood.
Trust and estate services are producing what might be considered by some banks as a fair profit and by others as unsatisfactory. In either event, knowledge of specific conditions such as
those mentioned with regard to custody, escrow, and corporate
services may furnish management with a course of action which
may improve the profit ratio in this case. Whether or not such
conditions exist, a complex operation such as t hat of t rust and
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estate management deserves thorough study and constant observation in addition to the analyses previously described.
Development

of Service Cost Data

The proper study and observation of routine operations would
include a computation of the time required to complete each individual step involved. The more frequently the step is performed,
the more carefully it should be studied. On quantity operations,
fast, medium, and slow operators should be timed in several different tests. Allowances for fatigue and necessary time losses should
be made and the reasons for differences in the speed of operators
accounted for as closely as possible. Periodic rechecks should be
made to keep the time reports current.
After the time required to complete each step is ascertained and
added to determine the time required to perform a complete operation, the required time multiplied by the salary rates of the employees performing the operation furnishes the direct labor cost
of the operation. This cost plus an allowance for materials used
and for trust department supervision and general bank overhead
provides the cost of the operation.
Some special services consist of operations performed by clerical
help and their cost may be determined by time studies or by estimates based on time studies of similar operations. However, for
the most part, special services to trust department customers consist
of time spent for their account by the trust officer, assistant trust
officers, and department managers and by tax, investment, and
management counsel, some of which time may be charged to the
trust department by other departments. The cost of such services
charged by other departments will usually include an allowance for
overhead so that the amount charged can be considered as the
trust department's cost.
The cost of time spent on special work by department personnel
can be determined by multiplying the time spent by each employee
by his salary rate and adding allowances for materials used and
for trust department and general bank overhead.
Determination ofProfits Earned on Individual Accounts

By use of the above service cost data and an analysis of the
activity of a customer's account, the following type of information
can be obtained in as many instances as may be thought desirable:
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,JOHN JONEs° TRUST
Year Ended December 31, 1949
Fees charged for s ervices rendered . ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ..
Cost of services rendered
Items
Rate Amount
Routine services
Security deposits ........ 50
$1.08 $54.00
Security releases ........ 50
.72
36.00
Coupon service . . . . . . . . . 100
18.00
.18
Miscellaneous income
entries
10
.50
5.00
Cash depo s it s . .. .. . .. .. . 110
.25
27.50
Fund distribution entries. 10
.75
7.50
Account maintenance .... 12 (mos.) 1.00
12.00
.

.

.

.

.

1

1

.

.

.

1

1

.

.

$500.00

.

$

Special services
Hours
Investment services . . . . . 10
$8.00
80.00
Tax services . . . . . . . . . . . 10
6.00
60.00
Administration services .. 20
5.00 100.00
Real estate supervision...
5
4.00
20.00
Total cost of services rendered
................
Net profit for the year
...........

$160.00

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

260.00
$420.00
$ 80.00

Similar analyses should then be made of several accounts in each
principal size - group, classifying accounts for this purpose as those
with assets having a value of :
i. Over $soo,000
2. From $100,000 to $500,000
3. From $50,000 to $100,000
4. From $io,000 to $5o,000
5. Up to $10,000
In choosing representative accounts in each of the above categories, an equal number of accounts having light, medium, and
heavy activity should be used. A tabulation of the analyses of these
accounts should furnish a highly informative picture of the results
of trust department operations and should be very helpful in
determining which classes of accounts are profitable and which are
marginal or unprofitable.
Setting Charges for Services Rendered
From analyses of income and expenses, from cost studies of the
services rendered, and from the relation between income and costs
on representative individual accounts, the cost of each service
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rendered at several volume levels can be determined. A proper unit
charge for each type and volume of service to be offered should
then be predetermined. This charge would be the total of trust
department direct costs and overhead expense, general bank overhead expense, and a profit allowance.
Each month an analysis of customers' accounts would be made
to determine the volume of routine services rendered. The number
of times each of such services was rendered to a customer would be
multiplied by the applicable predetermined rate to arrive at the
proper activity charge to his account. Time spent each month on
the different types of special services should be multiplied by the
applicable predetermined hourly charges for such services to arrive
at the proper charge to each customer. All charges should be approved by a trust department executive who should justify any
deviation from the predetermined rates.
Management should also be furnished with data comparing the
department's total actual costs with total costs applied to customers' accounts. The latter can be obtained by eliminating from
each type of service charge the profit allowance included therein.
Any large difference between actual and applied costs, unless
caused by substantial fluctuations in volume, would indicate that
the number of service items charged for was incorrect or that an
error had been made in computing the cost of one or more services.
Such differences should be carefully analyzed and accounted for
in each period. By so doing, service charge inequities and weaknesses in the cost system can be located and remedied. This comparison of actual and applied costs is essential if the cost system
is to be maintained at its maximum effectiveness and should be
especially helpful to the bank's internal audit staff.
Daily Recording ofProduction and Cost Data

Information developed on a retrospective, survey, or sample
basis for the purpose of setting charges, highlighting control problems, etc., must be systematically continued on a current basis.
Every employee should fill out a time sheet each day, showing the
time required for each type of routine service and for each special
service performed during that day, together with the name of the
customer for whom each special service was rendered. This can
often be done in conjunction with the filing of time reports for
payroll records so that one report is, to a major extent, a carbon
copy of the other. Very little extra time need be consumed, there-
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fore, in filling out the time sheets. All working time for which
compensation is paid to the employee should be accounted for.
Sick leave, vacation, idle time, time off, and general supervision
time should be listed. Daily recording of work done, if listed
on properly prepared forms, should require less than five minutes,
or approximately one per cent of the average employee's time each
day. The time thus spent will furnish information vitally needed
in charging for special services and for improving accounting and
operating procedures, measuring employee efficiency, and many
other useful purposes.
It is important that proper emphasis be placed on the preparation
of time sheets. Too little attention to requirements will result in
errors and failure to list essential information. On the other hand,
the recording of unnecessary detail will result in decreased production and increased cost determination expense. It is recommended
that every employee, from the head of the department down
through the ranks, fill out a time sheet. If trust department officers
fail to comply with this requirement, some of the most costly special services furnished by the department may never be charged to
the customer. Also, if these individuals do not comply, those next
in line will want to be relieved of the obligation also and the system will lose its effectiveness.
The time sheets should be turned over to the cost accountant for
review and summarization. This summary should include the following analyses of the total working hours of the department's
employees:
i. Each employee's total hours listed as to—
a. Routine services
d. Vacation
b. Special services
e. Sickness
C. Idle time (and reasons therefor) f. Miscellaneous
2.

Employees' total productive time classified as to—
a. Types of routine services (properly classified for
cost accounting purposes).
b. Type of special services (a reasonable amount of detail here may be very informative to management).

The above information as to total hours worked should agree
with the general payroll records. Time spent on the different types
of special services should be multiplied by the applicable predetermined hourly charge for such services to arrive at the proper
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charge to customers. Such charges would be accumulated and
posted to the customers' accounts monthly. The summaries and
analyses prepared from daily cost data should be furnished to the
department head on the following day so that he will be fully informed as to current operations and can exercise the proper control
over his department and its individual employees. Weekly and
monthly summaries and comparisons should be prepared for the
department head and the general officers of the bank, so that trends
may be detected and the bank's over -all policies in relation to its
trust department may be properly determined.
Those banks in which mechanized accounting methods are employed can arrange to have the time sheet data recorded on forms
which can be sorted and listed in many different ways, including
the following:
i. Hours spent by each employee on specified operations over
a period of time.
2. Charges to individual customers for types of special services rendered by individual employees.
3. Time spent by individual employees on other than their
regular assignments, etc.
The Cost and Systems Accountant in Action
Except perhaps in smaller trust departments, the employment of
a well - qualified cost and systems accountant will ordinarily be more
than justified. He can earn his pay in many ways, such as reducing
costs, increasing revenues, raising employee efficiency and morale,
and assuming control of functions usually requiring the time of
more highly paid executives. His duties should start as soon as
development of a cost system is begun. He will continue operation
of the cost system after it has been installed and should be present
during its installation. After the installation is completed, his
duties will normally include the following:
i. Control and summarization of daily time sheets and preparation of production data and charges to customers from
them.
2. Compilation of cost data through the use of time sheets
and analyses of actual expenses.
3. Preparation of budget data for the use of management.
4. Preparation and maintenance of an up -to -date procedures
manual.
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5. Study and supervision of methods and procedures, including periodic rechecking of time studies.
6. Preparation of reports which will keep management fully
and currently informed as to operations and furnish it
with information which can be used in making its decisions
and formulating its policies.
This position is an excellent one for a young man of executive
calibre. While in this position, such a young man can acquire a
wealth of knowledge of the detailed operations of the department
as well as an excellent education in its policies and customer relationships. With the benefit of this training, he would be eminently qualified for advancement to executive positions.
Recapitulation —And a Word of Caution
To sum up, it has been the intention of this presentation to indicate that the installation of a cost system for a bank's trust department will include the following steps:
i. An analysis of operations is prepared to obtain a complete
picture of the trust department's activities.
2. An analysis of employee activities is prepared in order to
know in detail each employee's duties and how these duties
fit in with the trust department's activities as a whole.
3. Trust department income and expenses are analyzed for a
representative period so that they may be allocated to each
operation. This information can be used to determine the
operating results of each service and also for budget and
comparison purposes.
4. The cost of each routine and special service is determined
and compared with the income obtained from it as a basis
for the formulation by management of policies governing
future charges to customers for services rendered.
5. Provisions are made for the daily recording of production
and cost data so that necessary information is made available in the future for the accumulation of costs and the
charge to customers for services actually rendered to them.
6. Responsibility for the trust department's procedures and
cost accounting is placed in one person, the cost and systems accountant, who is charged with their maintenance —
and improvement.
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Certain points may perhaps be given special emphasis here as
affecting the success of an installation. The best cost system can be
handicapped and even defeated by poor personnel relations. Time
studies and interviews with employees should be carefully planned
to eliminate unnecessary questions and procedures which might
embarrass an employee or waste his time. If it is determined that
a position can be abolished or other operating economies effected
which will make an employee's services unnecessary, every effort
should be made to hold him until a vacancy occurs or to transfer
him to another job of equal pay. The amount saved in terminating
an employee's services may be more than offset by the antagonism
of other employees to the new cost system. If it is understood that
no employee will lose as a result of the new system and that increased efficiency will result in pay increases and better working
conditions, employees will usually cooperate and will often furnish
assistance and ideas which may be extremely helpful. If the cost
system is properly installed and maintained, it will become a powerful factor in the improvement of employee morale. It can, in some
instances, make possible a general increase in salary rates and
thereby help reduce expensive employee turnover. Also it can, by
use of employee production records and as a result of closer observation of each employee's work, provide a fairer basis for
employee promotions.
Finally, a cost system should be installed by persons who are
trained in such work and who can spend all of their time on it for
the necessary period, without numerous interruptions. The cost accountant is ideally prepared to do this work. His experience in
the installation and — perhaps of even greater importance —the
maintenance of cost systems in a practical and economical manner,
will enable him to speak with authority and avoid expensive mistakes in judgment. Also he is trained to understand the problems
involved and to handle them in the orderly and objective manner
that is necessary if maximum benefits are to be obtained.
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MARION H. SIMPSEN (A Monthly Bonus for Foremen Based on Cost
Savings Against a FelixibIe Budget) is Assistant to the Controller, R. G.
LeTourneau, Inc., Peoria, Ill. In his seven years with LeTournenu, Mr.
Simpsen has served successively in the capacities of Cost Accounting Supervisor, Assistant Chief Cost Accountant, and Assistant Plant Controller before assuming his present duties. He is the au thor of an earlier Bulletin
article.
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Hamilton. He is a graduate of the University of Illinois in industrial management.
R. CONRAD COOPER (The Interdependence of Industrial Engineering
and Cost Accounting) is Vice President in charge of Industrial Engineering, United States Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Cooper became associated with his company in 1945 after eight years with Wheeling Steel
Corp., following some ten years as field engineer both in corporate and in
consulting service.
L. F. ADAMS (The Practice o f Pen ny Elimination) is Auditor, Dravo
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Adams began his connection with his company
in 1927 and served as Accountant and then as Assistant Auditor prior to
appointment to his present post in 1946.
W. M. SCULLY (Cost Control Within the Controller's Division) is General Accounting Manager, Kaiser Steel Corp., Fontana, Calif. Mr. Scully
has been with Kaiser for a period of four years and has had substantial
earlier experience in the steel industry, previous connections having been
with Carnegie- Illinois Steel Corp. and Geneva Steel Co.
GILBERT R. BOUTIN (Action in the Shop to Point Up Scrap Reporting) was Plant Cost Accountant, Torrington Co., Torrington, Conn., at the
time that his paper was written. He is now Plant Controller, Chase Metal
Works Division, Chase Copper & Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn. He was previously connected with Bath Iron Works Corp. as Chief Cost Accountant and
New England Shipbuilding Corp., Portland, Me., as Assistant Treasurer.
E. W. JACKELS (A Standard Cost System for the Match Industry) has
been Director of Factory Accounting, Universal Match Corp., St. Louis, Mo.,
since 1937. Earlier connections were with American Air Lines as Cost Accountant and J. C. Penney and International Shoe Co. in general accounting
posts. Mr. Jackels cam e to his presen t post after a period of service with
the Federal Land Bank. I-ie is a previous contributor to the Bulletin.
WALTER H. ROCK (Developing and Using Adequate Cost Data for
the Trust Department Operation of a Bank) is a Certified Public Accountant
practicing in Richmond, Va. Mr. Rock was formerly with A. M. Pullen &
Co. of the same city and, in industry, with Reynolds Metals Co.

THE COST FORUM
Suggestion Plans —A Challenge to In dustrial Accountants

—so

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
Workable ideas are the essential ingredients in any successful cost reduction program. These ideas may be developed in many ways, but perhaps the
best source is the thinking of the people who actually do the work. They
operate the equipment, consume the supplies, and use the tim e and space
which incur the bulk of cost. Their relative interest or lack thereof in the
specific work assignment at any given time will be reflected directly or indirectly in the pro fit an d loss statement. Accordingly, it behooves management to encourage employees to think constructively about their work for
the purpose of developing more effective procedures from which lower costs
and increased profits can result.
Organized suggestion plans have been used as a means of encouraging employees to originate ideas for improvement. Not only have these plans provided incentives to stimulate employee thinking but they have the added adnecessary an elevantage of increasing employees' interest in their work
ment in increased productivity. It is axiomatic that a person who has helped
to develop the plan under which h is work is carried on will have a sense
of proprietary interest in the work.
The accountant's role with respect to suggestion plans is an important one
due to his acknowledged place in the fields of cost control and reduction.
Much of the preliminary research required in the initial development and
application of these suggestion plans properly falls within his responsibility.
It is his work to develop a plan which will meet the practical requirements
of his company. This is necessary, in the first place, in order to develop the
required executive interest. It is the accountant's further obligation to develop a system of measuring tangible results, savings, etc., from suggestions,
which will ensure accurate, equitable payments for suggestions. In this way
the accountant can materially assist in developing and sustaining employee
interest and enthusiasm in the suggestion plan.
The minimum requirements of a successful suggestion plan are that it
have the full support of the executives in the company, that sufficient time
and effort be devoted to training employees in thinking effectively about their
work, and that a system of incentives or awards for suggestions be established which will be prompt in operation and equitable in payment. In developing an effective suggestion plan a visit to the public library should prove
rewarding, since the experience of many concerns in a wide range of industries has been published in articles on suggestion plans. These articles
touch every phase of administration, awards, procedures, types of suggestions
to seek, methods of training employees to make suggestions, organizations,
etc. It remains only for management to adapt this wealth of information
to the requirements of the specific business.
The administration of the suggestion plan will be greatly facilitated if
its operation is entrusted to a committee which, preferably, will include as
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members operating and accounting officials. One of the important functions
of this committee is to develop ideas to maintain and increase general enthusiastic acceptance of the plan from the top of the company on down. Accounting members of the committee might properly be responsible for
research adaptation and measurement. No cut and dried formula can be used
in the determination of the best plan for a particular company. It is a challenge to the accountant to develop and explore this avenue of large potential
cost reductions. He is in a unique position to do an impartial research job
and to furnish positive measurement of savings. Through an effective
suggestion plan, it is possible to implement democracy in business by increasing employee interest and participation in the attainment of mutually desirable objectives.
E. Y. BARNHART, Birnlinghom Chapter

Accounting for Returnable Drums
I. DRUMS IN THE HANDS OF CUSTOMERS
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
From the records completed at the time of filling steel drums, an insert
tab is prepared which shows the steel drum serial number, date of shipment,
and the name of customer. This tab is placed in a tray file arranged by name
of customer. Th e tray file at all times contains the tabs representing the
drums out with each customer. The filling records are also used to post to
a drum card file arranged in numerical sequence by serial numbers. This
card provides columns for the n ame of the custom er, date shipped ( "out"
column) and date returned ( "in" column). When the posting for a steel
drum shipment is made, the customer's name is recorded on each drum card,
the date shipped is placed in the 'but" column, and a visible indicator riding
on the card is moved into a position that will indicate the month in which
the shipment is made. The indicator facilitates the checking of long outstanding shipments.
There is also a record card for each customer maintained by quantity of
drums only. This record is posted from the daily shipping record for drums
shipped and from receiving reports for returned drums. These cards have
spaces for month and date drums were shipped (and returned), as well as
the cumulative quantities of drums on hand with each customer. At the end
of each month, this record is compared with the number of drums held
by each customer as shown by the tray files.
When empty drums are returned, they are listed by serial number on a
form which provides for the name of the customer by whom the drums
were returned and the number of drums. The person checking the receipt
of the drum signs all copies of the freight bills, gives the delivery receipt
copy to the carrier, attaches the remaining copies to the drum listings covering the particular shipment and then passes all papers to the shipping department for entry on the steel drum records.
The shipping department checks the serial numbers from the listings to
the tray file and removes therefrom the insert tabs applicable to the drums
returned from the customer. Next the serial numbers on the listings are
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posted to th e drum card file, indicating for each drum the date returned
under the "in" column and also moving the visible indicator to the "in plant"
position on the card. From the same listing, the customer's container card
is posted as to quantity of drums returned.
From the drum listings, a combination receiving report and steel drum
credit memorandum is prepared, consisting of an original and three copies.
These forms show the quantity of drums received, the serial number of each
drum, the customer's name, the carrier's name and waybill number, and the
date received. All copies of the credit memorandum, together with the
freight bill covering the return shipment, are attached and forwarded to the
traffic department for u se in the payment of freight charges and further
handling. The original is forwarded by the traffic department to the customer, the next copy is sent to the general file, the second copy is sent
to the customer's file, and the last copy is returned to the shipping department.

W. E. Tu ng, Dallas Chapter
H. DRUMS RETURNABLE TO VENDORS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
We have a procedure for handling charges for returnable drums received
from vendors, which, if not unique, may, nevertheless, merit description.
When a vendor sends us an invoice covering material shipped in a returnable container the charge for the container also appears on the invoice. The
invoice is immediately given to a clerk who types up three copies of a returned material form, in anticipation of the actual return, and writes the
number of the form on the face of the invo ice. Of the three copies, one
remains in the disbursement department, one is sent to the salvage department, and the third is dispatched to the shipping department.
When the container is empty, it is sent to the salvage department where
the applicable returned material form is drawn from file and the container
is travelled to the shipping department. Here a bill of lading is prepared
and ship ment of the drum to the vend or is made. A copy of the bill of
lading is routed to the disbursement department and, upon receipt, it is
matched with the first copy of the appropriate returned material form. A
debit memorandum is then made out and charged back to the vendor.
We have found that this procedure eliminates the scrapping of chargeable containers and creates an accurate record of returnable containers still
in our hands in both dollars and quantity.
R E. BARTON, Detroit Chapter

Minor Replacement Parts Order Procedure
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
The handling of orders for small replacement parts, especially those of
little value and yet of considerable importance to the purchaser of the product, presents a problem in some manufacturing businesses. Quite frequently
the minimum cost of handling exceeds the value of the part ordered. The
plan we have used for a number of years may be of interest to others.
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Upon reecipt of an order for a sm all screw or spring, either direct or
through the dealer from whom the customer bought his instrument, the sales
department completes a preprinted government post card which: (1) acknowledges the order, (2) describes the part ordered, (3) shows date shipment will be made, and (4) requests the customer to remit in stamps when
part is received. At the time th at the typist completes the post card, she
types an address sticker an d a p lain slip o f p aper 53/,' x 8y,', showing
customer's name and the amount of postage requested.
The post card and address sticker are then routed to the shipping room
as a basis for sending out the part ordered. The plain slip goes to the accounts receivable bookkeeper. The customer's order is stamped to indicate
how it was handled and is then sent to the file. The plain slips are retained
in the bookkeeping department in an ordinary folder until the customer has
remitted or until six weeks have elapsed. The slips are destroyed when either
a remittance is received or the established time has elapsed. There is no
collection follow -up made nor do we make a posting to the customer's
account.
An average of 25 cents in postage is requested on these small orders. We
get abou t a 90 p er cent return. This just about covers the paper work we
do. In effect, the replacement service is good will effort. The customer gets
his part "for free" becau se the po st card tells him the postage is to cover
just the handling. We think that makes him happy and we know from experience that it is the cheapest way out for us.
EUGENE R. ONG,South Bend Chapter

Adequate Recording of Fixed Asset Transfers
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
The plant ledger accountant is often supplied with little, and, in many
cases, no detailed information concerning interdepartmental transfers of
machinery and equipment which are included in the company's fixed assets.
Plant ledgers are commonly divided according to departmental geographical
location and according to process or managerial responsibility. The resulting sectionalization may serve to facilitate establishment of plant values and
depreciation for measurement of cost, divisional profit and loss, and possibly apportionment detail for income taxes and other purposes.
Accordingly, the inclusion of the many items at their proper positions in
the plant ledger is most necessary. Production department personnel often
overlook necessities of an accounting nature, primarily because such factors
are considered by them as alien to their direct functions, that of manufacturin g or processing. Thus the type of notice suggested below, issued at
appropriate intervals, may prove of value to the general accounting staff as
well as other departments concerned. The notice is recommended in the
form of an accounting department bulletin issued over the signature of
suitable and recognized general office authority.
In presenting the text of the bulletin shown below, it is assumed that
the company has a well - organized system for controlling all departmental
receipts and issues of materials, supplies, and equipment through the use of
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appropriate forms. For purpose of presenting the bulletin, it is further assumed that the general office purchasing department is charged with responsibility for following transfers of material and equipment. Each department
is also presupposed to have in its possession a complete standardized indexed
card file on plant items for which it is responsible. The suggested bulletin
follows:
A department issuing machinery or equipment for interdepartmental
transfer will report transactions in dividually and as they occur to the
general office purchasing department. For this purpose the form, Report of Material Issued, is to be used. The report must include reference to applicable plant item number. Forward the plant item card securely attached to the report. If the equipment is not included in the
department plant item file, the report is to be so marked.
Of equal importance is the issuance of form, Material Received, by
the department in receipt of the machinery or equipment transferred to
it It is most important that the general office purchasing department
receive such reports promptly. The report must show the detailed description concerning the transfer. This description is to be available
from a copy of the Report of Material Issued supplied by the department responsible for the transfer shipment. In addition, the form acknowledging receipt mu st show the exact use to be made of the item
received.
The transfer transaction will not be recognized as completed until the
Report of Material Issued is checked by the general office against the
Report of Material Received covering the same item. The reports are
then forwarded to the plant ledger accountant for processing the transfer through his records and issuing the appropriate plant item card to
the department receiving the machinery or equipment.
Prompt proper use of the forms in all instances of transfer will
eliminate needless correspondence, expedite the accounting involved, and,
in the case of production departments, will assure more accurate presentation of their depreciation costs. Cooperation of supervisory personnel responsible is most necessary in order that the company's property
be properly accounted for.
Z L . CARmoDY, Turin Cities Chapter

